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FOREWORD
The work described herein was done at the Denver Division of
Martin Marietta Corporation, under NASAContract NAS3-14384with
Mr. J. J. Notardonato, Chemical Propulsion Division, NASA-Lewis
Research Center, as Project _anager. Important contributions were
also madeby _ssrs JamesR. Faddoul, JamesR. Barber, and Albert
J. Pavli, all of the NASA-LewisResearch Center.
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ABSTRACT
A program conducted by Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver
Division, to develop and test an internal insulation system for
cryogenic liquids is described in this report. The insulation sys-
tem is based on a unique gas-layer concept in which capillary or
surface tension effects are used to maintain a stable gas-layer
within a cellular core structure between the tank wall and the con-
tained cryogen. In this work, a 1.8 meter (6 ft) diameter tank was
insulated and tested with liquid hydrogen. Ability to withstand
cycling of the aluminum tank wall to 450°K (350°F) was a design
and test condition.
v
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SUM_[ARY
The objective of this program has been to design, fabricate,
install and test an internal insulation system that is applicable
for use in liquid hydrogen booster propellant tanks for reusable
space vehicles. The insulation concept that was developed is
based on using surface tension or capillary forces to position a
layer of hydrogen vapor in a cellular structure between tile liquid
hydrogen and the tank wall.
The insulation system is required to sustain no damage when
the aluminum alloy tank wall is repeatedly cycled to a temperature
of 450°K (350°F). This capability would permit a design wherein
the external thermal protection from aerodynamic heating provided
for the tanks could be limited to the minimum amount necessary to
protect the metal tank. No additional external thermal protection
would be required to prevent damage to the cryogenic insulation
system.
In a previous NASA Contract, NAS8-25974, Deoelopment of Ad-
vanced _terial Composites for Use as Internal Insulation for
LH 2 Tanks (Gas Layer Concept), a materials system and preliminary
design and fabrication procedures for the insulation system were
developed to meet these requirements. This insulation system used
silicone adhesives, Kapton and Teflon films, and fiberglass bat-
ting.
Based on the results of the previous program, the present
system was designed for insulating the entire interior of an alu-
minum tank, 1.8-m (6 ft) in diameter with a 1.8-m cylindrical bar-
rel and shallow domes. The insulation system, consisting of a
total of 83 panels of 12 different designs, was fabricated and
installed in the tank. Hethods and tooling for panel prefabri-
cation were extended and improved, and an approach for the in-
stallation of tile system in a complete tank was satisfactorily
developed.
The insulated tank was tested using liquid hydrogen. Boiloff
measurements were made before and after cycling the tank wall tem-
perature five times to 450°K (350°F) and pressurizing the tank to
69,000 N/m 2 (i0 psig) during each temperature cycle. The tempera-
ture and pressure cycles were carried out while the tank was filled
with liquid hydrogen. Boiloff measurements during the first test
with liquid hydrogen showed that the thermal conductivity was al-
most identical to that measured in small sample tests under Con-
tract NAS8-25974, or approximately 0.131 J/m-sec-°K (0.076 Btu/
ft-hr-°R) over the temperature range of 20 to 250°K (36 to 450°R).
After the tank was subjected to temperature and pressure cycling,
boiloff data showed a degradation in performance caused by damage
to the insulation. Posttest evaluation showed that the damage re-
sulted from an inadequacy of the "dimpling" process wherein the
Teflon facesheet was formed to provide relief for stresses caused
by thermal contraction.
INTRODUCTION
Current objectives of the National Aeronautics and SpaceAd-
ministration include the development of reusable spacecraft sys-
tems for the SpaceShuttle Program. Onerequirement for reusable
systems is that they be capable of withstanding high aerodynamic
heating rates with a minimumof damagethat would necessitate ex-
tensive repair, refurbishment, or replacement.
If large cryogenic propellant tanks are to be included as
part of the vehicle, the external thermal insulation required for
their protection from aerodynamicheating during reentry or as-
cent maybe a major problem because of the large surface areas
involved. The objective of the program described in this report
was to design, install, and test an internal insulation system
based on a unique capillary gas-layer concept that would minimize
the need for external thermal protection of boost propellant tanks
for liquid hydrogen.
The minimization of thermal protection is accomplished by
designing the insulation with a materials system that will permit
an aluminum tank to operate at the maximumtemperature at which
the aluminumalloy retains useful structural properties. In a
previous NASAProgram Contract NAS8-25974,Development of Advanced
Haterial Composites for Use as Internal Insulation for LH 2 Tanks
(Gas-Layer Concept), a materials system and design and fabrication
concepts were developed and evaluated, using small specimens.*
The objectives of the program described in this report were
to extend the results of the previous program by insulating and
testing an aluminum tank, 1.8 m (6 ft) in diameter with a 1.8°m
cylindrical barrel section and shallow domes. Practical consid-
erations, such as internal tank hardware, were simulated in the
test tank. Objectives of the test program included measurement
of thermal performance of the insulation system and determining
the ability of the insulation to withstand repeated elevation of
the temperature of tank wall to 450°K (350°F).
This development program was accomplished under four major
tasks: design, fabrication, testing, and analysis. This report
is organized in chapters covering each of these topics, plus a
chapter summarizing conclusions reached during the program and
recommendations for future effort.
*Martin Marietta Corporation Report MCR 72-130, July 1972.
Additional work toward developing the capil]ary internal
insulation concept for other applications has been conducted oll
Contract NAS8-25974 and on the fo]]owing programs:
(z) Contract NAS8-21330, De_o_m(_' ,Li" A,'/_!_:_,_",',,"/..",:L,'-
(3) Martin Marietta Corporation internal proF>ram to de-
velop an insulation system for storing and trans-
porting liquefied natural gas.
INSULATION SYSTEM DESIGN
Capillary Insulation Concept
Tile internal insulation system developed during this program
is based on the capillary gas layer concept. The basic design
concept is illustrated in figure i. In this insulation, a large
cell honeycomb-like core structure bonded to the internal tank
wall positions a large number of gas columns, or, in effect, a
gas layer between the tank wall and the contained cryogen. A
facesheet is bonded to the opposite, or interior side of the core,
and the facesheet comes in direct contact with the cryogen. A
perforation through the facesheet to each cell permits equaliza-
tion of the pressure of the gas in the cells with the pressure of
the liquid. However, because of the small size of the opening,
a stable liquid-gas interface forms at the opening when the pres-
sure is equalized, preventing the interchange of liquid and gas
across the facesheet boundary. The cells are filled with a suit-
able material to inhibit convective heat transfer.
The normally equalized pressure across this interface causes
the system to be essentially free of pressure-induced structural
loading. Consequently, the insulation system can be designed with
a lightweight structure and a wide range of materials. By incor-
porating excess facesheet and core material to accommodate thermal
contraction, the design can be made relatively free of thermally-
induced stresses. Since the structural demands on the construc-
tion materials are minimal, it has been possible to select mate-
rials capable of withstanding high temperatures, and small speci-
mens of the insulation have been successfully tested with wall
temperatures up to 617°K (650°F).
Capillary and Thermodynamic Considerations. - The stability
of the capillary liquid/gas interface is determined by the same
physical relationships that apply to the liquid/gas interface
formed when a liquid is positioned at the top of an inverted cyl-
inder closed at one end. The stability of the capillary inter-
face is determined by a critical Bond number (Bo) relationship.
The Bond number is a dimensionless ratio of gravity forces to
surface tension forces, given by
where:
Bo = Bondnumber, dimensionless
p = density of liquid (minus density of gas), kg/m_
(or ibm/ft 3 )
f_-= ratio of acceleration or local gravitational field
gc to gravitational constant, N/kg (or ibf/ibml
d = diameter of capillary opening, m (or ft)
{7 = surface tension, N/m (or ibf/ft] .
When this number does not exceed 3.37 for any consistent system
of units, the capillary interface formed in an inverted circu]ar
cylinder will remain stable. The mechanics of the interface formed
at a circular opening in a thin membrane are essentially the same,
and this criterion is valid although the critical number will vary
slightly with the orientation of the opening with respect to the
gravity vector.
For liquid hydrogen, assuming
_ = 19 N/m (13.05 x 10 -5 ibf/ft)
p = 70.96 kg/m 3 (4.43 ibm/ft3) ,
the maximum hole size for which the stability criterion holds is
3.02 mm (0.119 in.) at i g or 1.75 mm (0.069 in.) at 3 g. Of
course, in a zero-gravity environment any opening size would meet
the stability criterion. In practice, a much smaller opening can
be used with a greater stability margin.
When a liquid cryogen first contacts the insulation, the gas
in the cells cools and contracts, tending to lower the cell pres-
sure. As a result, some liquid enters the cells and begins to
vaporize because the temperature within the cells is higher than
the boiling point for the cryogen. The gas that is produced then
tends to pressurize the cell. As the cell pressure exceeds tile
local pressure in the bulk liquid, gas is discharged from the
cell through the opening, forming bubbles in the liquid.
This process of gas entering the cell, vaporizing, and being
discharged from the cell will continue until a state of thermal
and pressure equilibrium is reached. If the tank or head pres-
sure is increased, this sequenceof events will be repeated until
a new equilibrium is achieved. Similarly, if tile tank pressure
is decreased, gas will be discharged from the cell until the pres-
sure is again equalized.
The pressure that exists across the facesheet at any time
depends on the rate of changeof tank pressure and on the rela-
tionship between the facesheet hole size (and tile consequent flow-
loss characteristic) and tile cell volume. A small differential
(capillary) pressure that can be supported by tile surface tension
of the interface can exist without any flow of liquid or gas
through the facehseet opening, but this pressure is negligibly
small (on the order of 10-4 atmosphere).
Thermal '_Stress-Free" Design Concept. - The insulation sys-
tem does not support significant steady-state liquid or pressure
loads because it is pressure-equalized. Rather, these loads are
transmitted through the columns of gas in the insulation cells
directly to tile tank walls. Factors such as rapid pressure change
and changes in the head pressure of the liquid caused by vehicle
acceleration and propellant sloshing can produce loads on the
insulation, but they are usually minor. Because the structural
load-carrying requirements are small, the insulation system
can be made light-weight and flexible, and design features can
be incorporated to minimize thermally induced stresses.
The design approach used to minimize thermal stresses is to
build in additional material, so that members do not become loaded
in tension when thermal contraction occurs. For cellular core,
this is accomplished by configuring the ribbon that forms the
cell walls in an S-shape. The actual length of the ribbon ex-
ceeds the straight-line distance between the node bonds by a
factor more than sufficient to compensate for contraction.
In practice, the excess ribbon length for each span is ap-
proximately 5.5%. For Kapton, with a total contraction of ap-
proximately 0.42% from room temperature to the temperature of
liquid hydrogen, this provides more than i0 times the required
excess length. As the excess ribbon length is increased above
5.5%, buckling occurs in the ribbon, forming an unsymmetrical S-
curve between nodes. Since the segments of the ribbons joined
by the node bond are common to two adjacent cells, those segments
are not free to distort to accommodatethermal contraction.
Therefore, the node bonds are kept narrow in order to increase
the portion of the ribbon that is free to distort into a new
path between node points.
To compensate for the contraction of the facesheet, it is
dimpled. Attempts to analyze the distortion of a facesheet bonded
to a distorted cell ribbon and to determine the minimumdimpling
required have been inconclusive. It is obvious that the increase
in dimension of the facesheet between the fixed node points on
opposite sides and ends of tile cell must be at least as great as
the contraction that occurs when it is cooled to the cryogenic
temperature. Results obtained under Contract NAS8-25974led to
the conclusion, based on small sample testing, that a dimple
depth of 0.075 times the cell height or width was adequate for a
Teflon facesheet. As will be pointed out in the chapter on A_,_;!-
u_i_ of Recults, the criterion proved inadequate for the complete
insulation system as installed in the 1.8-m model tank, and it is
now concluded that the small specimen tests did not properly ac-
count for "complete tank" effects.
Cell Size Considerations. - The primary limitation on cell
size is set by the nature of the transient pressure changes on
the tank and the ability of the facesheet to momentarily with-
stand a pressure load. There is also a limit, based on capillary
stability considerations, to the size of the opening in the face-
sheet. Therefore, for a given rate of pressure change in the
tank, assuming the other parameters are fixed, the rate of pres-
sure equalization, and consequently the maximum differential pres-
sure across the facesheet, can be limited by limiting the cell
volume. In addition, the core material must be able to withstand
the compressive load induced by a differential pressure across
the facesheet, as well as other loads that may be imposed. Prob-
ably the most severe compressive loads normally imposed on the
core will be those incurred during panel fabrication. Current
fabrication methods require the core to be capable of withstanding
a compressive load of 7,000 to 14,000 N/m 2 (i to 2 psi).
Other considerations affecting cell size are system weight
and possibly cost. Since the total length of the ribbon and the
number of node bonds per unit area decrease as the cell size in-
creases, the weight of adhesive would also decrease as the cells
are made larger.
Design Requirements
The objective undertaken in this program was to develop an
insulation system to satisfy the requirements of reusable hydro-
gen boost tanks for the SpaceShuttle vehicles, as defined in
Phase B Shuttle design studies conducted by McDonnell Douglas and
North American-Rockwell. In addition to meeting the special prob-
lems inherent in these tanks, a primary design goal was to provide
an internal cryogenic insulation system that would permit the
aluminum alloy tanks to be operated to the maximumoperating tem-
perature of the metal, thus minimizing requirements for external
thermal protection. Reusability with minimumrepair and refurbish-
ment was another design goal. Therefore, for fabrication of the
insulation we selected a materials system with a capability of re-
peated operation at a temperature of 450°K (350°F).
The PhaseB Shuttle design study reports for both the orbiter
and booster hydrogen tanks were reviewed to determine what inter-
nal tank structures and hardware were included in the Shuttle tank
designs, and which of these to simulate in the model tank.
The results of the review are summarizedin figures 2 and 3.
As illustrated in the figures, the hardware inside the Shuttle
tanks could be grouped into four different categories, and exam-
ples from the two studies are shownfor each group.
Group 1 - Single point or limited area intrusions
Group II - Continuous rings or landings
Group Ill - Screens, baffles, and miscellaneous outlet
apparatus
Group IV - Intersecting surfaces
In addition to these types of internal hardware or irregularities,
most cryogenic tanks would include outlets for fill, drain, and
vent, and manwayopenings with covers. Internal vertical stringers
would also be found in many flightweight tanks.
Simulated internal hardware items were designed for the
model tank to demonstrate the methods of insulating over the types
of irregularities that would result from the tank features men-
tioned. To meet the basic requirement of the insulation system,
thermal protection of the liquid hydrogen during ]oad, ground hold,
and boost, an insulation thickness of 25.4 mm(i in.) was speci-
fied. This insulation thickness is not necessarily an optimum
value, but is typical of the requirement for a boost hydrogen tank.
Model Tank
An aluminum tank [1.829 m (72 in.) inside diameter] with a
1.829 m cylindrical barrel section and shallow domeswas made
available for this program. In its original form, shownin figure
4, the tank barrel was madeof 4.77 mm(0.188 in.) type 5086 alu-
minumalloy, and the domeswere madeof 6.35 mm(0.250 in.) type
5454 aluminumalloy. The tank was equipped with a 0.762 m (30
in.) manwayand a 0.1524 m (6 in.) outlet centrally located in
the lower dome. Because the upper domehad been formed after the
manwayopening was cut out, it was significantly deeper than the
lower dome.
Before installing insulation in the tank, somewelding and
the installation of hardware items to simulate the Shuttle design
features were required. Inspection and retesting to requalify
the tank for the cryogenic test program was delayed until these
welds were completed. Uponradiographic inspection of the tank,
the dome-to-barrel and barrel seamwelds were found to be of in-
adequate quality.
After a thorough analysis, it was determined that it was
more practical to rebuild the tank replacing the barrel section.
Becausedesign and fabrication of the insulation system were well
underwayat this point, the tank was rebuilt as shownin figure
5 to minimize changes to the internal dimensions. The replace-
ment barrel was madefrom 6.35 mm(0.250 in.) 5086 aluminum, and
the vertical stringers and upper ring frame were eliminated. The
original dimensions were held within the specified limits; how-
ever, the internal diameter at the two dome-to-barrel weld lines
experienced shrinkage of up to 6 mm(0.25 in.).
Simulatea internal hardware was designed, fabricated, and
installed in the tank to provide irregularities representative
of the internal design features found in the Shuttle design stud-
ies. The category I attach point feature was represented by a
fiberglass-epoxy angle, shownin figure 6. Category II was simu-
lated by a ring frame segment, as shownin figure 7. A vertical
stringer was simulated by a 51 mm(2 in.) channel, 0.6096 m (24
in.) long, welded vertically in the tank (fig. 8). In these
cases, the ends of the ring frame and stringer were considered to
present an additional type of insulation problem: termination of
the members,in addition to demonstrating the insulation of these
types of internal structural reinforcements. The typical outlet
device, Category III, was simulated with a semi-cylindrical baffle
(fig. 9) concentric with the outlet. This shape was chosen over
a full cylinder to avoid a trapped volume of liquid when the tank
is drained.
Nomodification was necessary for demonstrating the insula-
tion of the manwayand cover and the tank outlet. The Category
IV Shuttle design feature, intersecting conical and cylindrical
surfaces, was not practical to simulate in this test article.
However, the dome-to-barrel intersection in the model tank pre-
sents a rather abrupt transition between the cylindrical and dome
surfaces, as opposed to the gradual, smooth transition found in
the airborne designs.
Insulation SystemDesign
An insulation materials system capable of operation at a
450°K (350°F) wall temperature was selected on the basis of re-
sults obtained under Contract NAS8-25974,Development of AJvanced
_laterial Composites 7_r Use as Internal Insulation for LH 2 _ 7a_K8
(Gas Layer Concept). The insulation system components and the
selected materials are presented in table 1. Selected properties
of these films and adhesives are given in tables 2 and 3.
TABLE I. - SELECTED INSULATION MATERIALS
Component Material Manufacturer
Core Ribbon Dupont
Facesheet
Core Node Adhesive
Core-to-Facesheet Adhesive
Core-to-Metal Adhesive
(and grout compound)
Primer on Core, Facesheet,
and Metal
Filler Material
500-gage Kapton
Film (Type H)
200-gage Teflon
FEP Film (etched
both sides)
RTV-156
RTV-560 with
0.25% DTD*
RTV-560 with
0.25% DTD*, 5%
RTV-9811, and
1 to 2% Cab-O-Sil
DC-1200
PF-I05-450 Fiber-
glass Batting
Dupont
General Electric
General Electric
General Electric
Cabot
Dow Corning
Owens-Corning
*Dimethyl Tin Dilaurate curing agent.
i0
TABLE II. - PROPERTIES OF FACESHEET AND CORE 5iATERIAL
Teflon FliP
_-U\.NUFA(]EI'RERS ' DATA
Normal Temperature Range, °K (°F) 33 to 473
(-400 to 992)
Reduced Properties Temperature Range, 14 to 539
°K ( °F ) (-435 to 500)
Melting Point, °K (°F) 533 to 553
(500 to 535)
Ultimate _lensi]e Strength, N/m; (psi)
295°K (70°F)
Ultimate Elongation, % 295OK (70OF)
Tensile Modulus at 295°K (70°F)
N/m _ (psi)
Specific Gravity
TEST bATA
Temperature at _ich Property Change
Noted by DSC.* °K (°F)
Ultimate Tensile Strength at 295°K
(70°F), N/m r (psi)
Ultimate Elongation at 295°K (70°F), %
Tensile Hodulus at 295°K (70°F),
N/m:; (psi)
Ultimate Tensile Strength at 450°K
(350°F), N/m _; (psi)
Ultimate Elongation at 450°K (350°F), %
Tensile Modulus at 450°K (350°F)
N/m; (psi)
Ultimate Tensile Strength at 617°K
(650°F), N/m; (psi)
2.1 x i0 _
(300O)
300
4.8 x i0 _:
(7O,0OO)
2.15
521 (478)
2.15 x i0 /
(3120)
320
3 x i05
(44,000)
3.2 x 10 i
(464)
126
1.26 x l0 v
(1822)
::/A
Kapton (Type H)
77 to 473
(-322 to 392)
4.5 to 673
(-452 to 752)
None - Decomposes
to a Cas
1.7 x 10 _
(25,000)
7O
2.96 :,: [0'
(430,000)
] .42
No change to 773
(932)
1.85 x 10':
(26,800)
18
1.39 x 10 !
(20] ,000)
6.45 x i0"
(9360)
Ultimate Elongation at 617°K (650°F), % N/A 42.6
Tensile Modulus at 617°K (650°F), N/A 5.1 x I0 z
N/m _! (psi) (74,000)
Ultimate Tensile Strength at 20.5°K 1.14 x i08 3.1 × i0 _:
(-423°E), N/m _' (psi) (16,600) (45,000)
Ultimate Elongation at 20.5=K (-423°F), 2.5 to 2.9 2.3 to 7.0
Z
Tensile Modulus at 20.5°K (-423°F), 3.65 x i0 } 4.55 x i0 _
N/m ? (psi) (530,000) (660,000)
Ultimate Tensile Strength after H 2 1.5 x 107 2.87 x 10"
Thermal Cycle, N/m 2 (psi):" (2200) (4160)
Ultimate Elongation after H 2 Thermal 276 4.1
Cycle, %
Tensile Modulus after }{7 Thermal 9 x i0 .... 7.1 x I0 _
Cycle, N/m 2 (psi) (13,000) (103,000)
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion to 7.0 x i0 -!_ 1.53 x i0 -!'
75.8 °K (-323°F) m/m-°K (in./in.-°F) (3.9 x i0-_0 (0.85 x i0-:)
*DSC - Differential Scanning Calorimeter
Thermal cycle tests to 450°K (350°F) for Teflon and to 617°K (650°F)
for Kapton in hydrogen environment, 200 cycles.
ii
TABLE III.- PROPERTIES OF SELECTED SILICONE ADHESIVES
Manufacturers' Data RTV-156 RTV-560
PUBLISHED DATA
Recommended Temperature
Range, °K (°F)
208 to 589
(-85 to 600)
158 to 533
(-175 to 500)
Specific Gravity
Thermal Conductivity at
Room Temperature, J/m-sec-°K
(Btu/ft-hr-°F)
TEST DATA
Ultimate Shear Stress at
Room Temperature, N/m 2 (psi)
Ultimate Shear Stress at
450°K (350°F), N/m 2 (psi)
Ultimate Shear Stress at
20°K (-423°F) N/H 2 (psi)
Ultimate Shear Stress at
Room Temperature after 200
Cycles to 450°K (350°F) in
H2, N/m 2 (psi)
I.ii
0. 208
(0.12)
6.62 x 105
(96)
6.61 x 10 5
(95.9)
5.69 x 106
(825)
i. 59 x 106
(230)
1.42
0.311
(0.18)
1.99 x 106
(288)
2.58 x 105
(37.4)
7.57 x 106
(1098)
1.53 x 106
(222)
A design concept for the insulation system was adopted
wherein the entire tank interior is insulated with prefabricated
panels. These panels are of the required size and shape to fit
the tank size and contour without excessive gaps or interferences.
Panels are either in the shape of curved rectangles, as mounted
on the tank barrel, or contoured ring segments for the tank domes.
The original panel layout is shown in figure i0. Because of the
difference in shape between the upper and lower domes, common de-
signs could not be used for the dome and dome-to-barrel transi-
tion panels. The panels are designed without regard to the in-
ternally mounted hardware. On installation, cutouts are made in
the standardized panels to accommodate the hardware, and special
panels are fabricated to insulate over the hardware and cutout
areas.
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The panels are designed to nest together on all sides when
installed, forming a narrow, serpentine gap between the panels.
This gap is then filled using a grouting compound with a rela-
tively low thermal conductivity. A typical grout joint is de-
picted in figure ii. The grout material may have a thermal con-
ductivity several times higher than that of the insulation panel.
However, the total cross-section of the grout will normally be
on the order of 1% of the total insulated area. Thus, there is
no significant degradation in the performance of the overall sys-
tem.
The curved grout joint can accommodate thermal contraction
by changing shape, and consequently does not develop severe
stresses. Using the grout joint method, the insulation panels
must be designed to the shape and size of the particular tank
to be insulated, but reasonable tolerances can be provided by
using a thicker section of grout material. Each core panel is
designed with an odd number of ribbons and an even number of core
node bond lines. This results in panels whose length and width
correspond to an odd number of "half" cells. In this context,
a "half" cell refers to the total width of the panel in terms of
the width of each cell, and not to incomplete or open cells. In
other words, the panel's dimensions are equal to
w = (n + ½) Wcell
h = (n + ½) hcell
where
n = number of cells in width or length of panel,
w = panel width,
Wcell = cell width,
h = panel height,
hcell = cell height.
The rectangular panels for the tank barrel are designed
with a core structure fabricated by bonding straight ribbons of
Kapton at appropriate node points. When expanded and curved to
the tank contour, the ribbon curvature between bonds varies from
the wall side to the inside facesheet surface. If the ratio of
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tank diameter to insulation panel thickness decreases, the dif-
ference in curvature of the ribbons from one side to the other
increases. Below somevalue of this ratio, estimated at about
30, the ribbons will buckle on the facesheet side and an irregular
cell shape will result. In this case, the core would be fabricated
from curved ribbons, as shownin figure 12, which would provide a
greater ribbon length at the wall side and would prevent the dis-
tortion of the cell shape. In either case, the panels are in-
stalled so that the core ribbons follow a path parallel to the
tank axis.
For the curved domes, the panels are designed in ring seg-
ments that are installed in concentric rings about the axis of
the tank. All core ribbons radiate from the center of the dome.
The numberof ribbons doubles at discrete points as the distance
from the centerline increases, thus increasing the numberof cells
and keeping cell dimensions within a fixed range.
The panels are designed with curved core ribbons to conform
to the contour of the tank. Each panel nests with its neighbor
on all sides, and the joints are grouted in the mannerpreviously
described. The six basic panel designs for locations A through F
in figure i0 are shownin figures 13 through 18.
An immediate requirement for the prefabricated panels was
that they fit through the manwayopening. In addition, it was
necessary that the insulation covering the tank perimeter be
divided into an even numberof panels to permit a reduction of
the numberof panels by a factor of two near the outlet. In the
general case, the numberof panels forming the complete circum-
ference should be an integral power of 2, providing for the maxi-
mumnumberof possible reductions in the numberof panels per
ring on the domeas the rings approach the center of the dome.
It is also desirable that the numberof complete cells forming
the panel width be a power of two to permit the maximumnumberof
reductions by a factor of two of the numberof cells per panel.
As a result of these design guides, the panels for the barrel
(D) were designed to be 16.5 cells in width and 15.5 cells in
height. Cell width is nominally 43.9 mm(1.728 in.) arc length,
or 44.5 mmat the wall and 43.3 mmat the facesheet side. Cell
height is 51.8 mmor 2.039 in. The unexpandedribbon length be-
tween node bonds is 73 mm(2.875 in.). This results in a ribbon
length between node bonds (or expansion factor) of 1.05 times the
straight line distance between node bonds. Ring segmentpanels
were designed with decreasing cell size and reduction in number
of cells as required to fit the tank contour. An expansion ratio
of 1.055 was maintained for these panels.
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The panel designs presented above were based on dimensions
and contours of the model tank before it was rebuilt. After the
tank rework was completed, the tank dimensions remained within
the tolerances required for use of the existing panel designs ex-
cept for the dome-to-barrel transition areas. In the weld areas,
circumferential shrinkage occurred to the extent that the diameter
was reduced at the lines of the welds by as muchas 6 mm(0.25 in.).
The resulting distortion of the tank wall was greater than could be
accommodatedby the C and E transition panels.
The panels were redesigned as illustrated in figures 19 and
20. The original C and E panel designs covered the dome-to-
barrel transition as well as a portion of the barrel. In the re-
design, two panels were substituted for the original single panel;
one panel covered only the barrel, and the D panel design,
shortened to only 2_ cells in height, was used. The cylindrical
panels and the shorter panels covering the actual transition were
joined with the standard grouted joint, which was then positioned
approximately at the weld line, the point of maximumdistortion.
By adding the joint at this point, a hinge effect was achieved,
wherein the panels were free to assumeslightly different orien-
tations, depending on the degree of distortion of the tank.
In the redesigned short panels covering the transition area,
the inner surface was madeconical, thereby eliminating the highly
contoured facesheet originally required. Although a numberof
panels of the original design were successfully fabricated, this
change greatly simplified the facesheet bonding procedure.
The manwaycover was insulated with a panel (G) modified
from a standard D panel. A concept for closeout of the insula-
tion when the manwayis installed is shownin figure 21. A
fiberglass-epoxy angle ring is installed at the inside of the
aluminummanwayring. This ring is fastened in place by screws
and is sealed around the top and at the screw holes with a sili-
cone sealant. Wheninstalled, the angle ring and the aluminum
manwayring are aligned to form a commonplane. A ring of cast
silicone rubber is bonded in place beneath this plane with ad-
hesive applied only to the inner and outer edges of the rubber
ring, and the upper dome (F) panels are installed to the domeand
the silicone rubber ring. The assembly thus formed provides an
expansion joint to permit contraction of the glass-epoxy angle.
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A circular channel of fiberglass epoxy is similarly installed
on the manwaycover. The G panel is bonded to the manwaycover
inside the channel. Whenthe G panel is trimmed to the circular
shape, an excess border of the Teflon facesheet is allowed to re-
main. After filling the open space remaining in the channel with
fiberglass batting, the Teflon is formed to the channel and sealed
with silicone adhesive. Before installing the manwaycover, the
glass-epoxy rings, between which there will be a small gap of 0
to 2 mm(3/32 in.), are primed with silicone primer. Just before
installing the cover, a narrow bead of silicone adhesive (RTV-
560 thickened to a paste consistency with silica) approximately
3 mm(0.125 in.) high is placed on the angle ring. This adhesive
forms a seal between the rings as shownin the figure. The
annular volume between the rings is vented, by a small hole, into
one of the G panel cells.
This design provides for uninterrupted continuation of the
insulation over the manwayand cover. Because the silicone ad-
hesive has relatively low strength, it will fail when the cover
is later removed. After the failed adhesive is removedand the
surfaces reprimed, the cover is ready for reinstallation.
Because the test cryogen to be used with this system is
liquid hydrogen, vacuum-jacketed lines are required for the fill
and drain plumbing. A vacuum-jacketed fill-line adapter was de-
signed, as shownin figure 22. This adapter provides for the
transition from the 152 mm(6 in.) tank outlet to the 31.75 mm
(1.25 in.) vacuum-jacketed facility plumbing system.
An insulating plug was designed to continue the internal
tank insulation to the fill adapter. This plug, shownin figure
23, is fabricated of fiberglass-epoxy composite. It is contoured
on the perimeter to nest with the four A panels. The joint between
these panels and the plug will be filled with the samegrouting
material used between the panels. The upper surface of the plug
assembly forms a funnel that extends into the inner tube of the
vacuum-jacketed fill adapter. Whenthe line is filled with liquid,
vapor will form inside the plug, increasing the gas pressure until
it equals that of the liquid. A stable, gravity oriented inter-
face will then form between the bottom of the funnel and the in-
side of the tube, preventing liquid hydrogen from entering the
plug.
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A capillary screen covers the upper inlet to the funnel sec-
tion. Whenflow through the fill line is stopped, the cryogen iz_
the line will vaporize. The capillary screen will permit the
vapor to flow out of the line into the tank. Onceall the liquid
has vaporized, however, the capillary screen will position a
stable liquid-gas interface and prevent liquid from flowing from
the tank into the line. If valves are opened to initiate either
fil| or drain, the resulting pressure change in the line will
force a flow of liquid or gas through the screen, permitting the
line to refill with liquid. The lower portion of the insulator
plug serves only as a retainer for the fiberglass batting which
serves to limit convective heat transfer within the assembly.
The fill adapter is not fastened to the insulator plug and it
need only be installed to the tank flange to complete the system.
Special insulation panels were not designed and fabricated
in advance to cover the simulated hardware items, i.e., the attach-
ing bracket, the ring-frame segment, the vertical-stringer segment,
and the semi-cylindrical outlet baffle, because the exact orienta-
tion of the cutouts in the standard panels for the hardware items
would not be known until after these panels were installed.
A design study was conducted, however, to develop an approach
for insulating over the internal protruberances, and figures 24
and 25 illustrate the concepts that were formulated. After the
standard panels with cutouts have been installed, a template will
be madeto show the size and shape of the cutout and the location
of the item to be insulated within the cutout. From this data, a
special capping panel will be fabricated with a general outline
corresponding to the cutout, minus a grout allowance. The panel
height will exceed the hardware item by at least the nominal in-
sulation thickness. The core ribbons will be cut away to provide
a close fitting cavity in the panel for the item to be capped.
On installation, adhesive will be applied to the tank wall and
to the protruding simulated hardware to provide a seal between
cells. A similar approach will be followed for the attaching
bracket, except the bracket would extend through a cutout in the
facesheet. After installation, silicone adhesive will be applied
to form a seal between the facesheet and the bracket.
The insulation system design described above accomplishes
the goal of insulating the entire inside surface of the tank in-
cluding internally protruding hardware. The gas-layer concept has
been applied for all parts of the insulation system, and it has
not been necessary to rely on any other insulating method or to
compromisethe basic concepts of the capillary gas-layer system.
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FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION OF INSULATION SYSTEII
Tooling concepts and fabrication techniques, used in the fab-
rication of the insulation system, were developed under Contract
NAS8--25974, Llevelopment of Advanced _terials Composites for Use
A_ !_terna_ ?nsuiat_on 2br LH 2 Tanks (Gas Layer Concept). How-
ever, to a large extent, the current program and the referenced
earlier program overlapped chronologically. As a consequence,
some of the problems that we experienced were worked out simulta-
neously and cooperatively between the two programs.
In the prefabrication of insulation panels, we followed a
procedure that had been developed on the basis of the small speci-
men experiments performed on the earlier program. This procedure,
which was updated on the basis of experiences gained in the cur-
rent program, is presented in Appendix A in the form used at the
completion of panel prefabricaLion. The steps required in the
fabrication of insulation panels are discussed in sequence in the
following paragraphs.
Honeycomb Core Fabrication
The honeycomb core assemblies were fabricated by bonding
ribbons of Kapton film along the required alternating node lines.
This operation was performed with the ribbons in a flat plane.
In the case of the D panels used for insulating the tank barrel,
the ribbons were straight and the Kapton was purchased preslit
to the final ribbon width. For the contoured panels to be in-
stalled on the tank domes, straight Kapton ribbons were also used,
but were sufficiently wide to permit trimming the assembly after
bonding to the proper outline.
The adhesive was applied using a simple stencil made from
0.5 mm (0.020 in.) thick acrylic sheet and a scraper blade. The
stencil was installed in a printing fixture (fig. 26) that was
equipped with a cover and a nitrogen purge system. The purpose
of the purge was to extend the working time of the RTV-156 one
part silicone adhesive which is activated by exposure to humid
air. To purge the printing fixture, nitrogen gas was fed through
a tube attached to the inside of the printing frame. Small holes
in the tube served as purge nozzles, minimizing the amount of
moist air reaching the adhesive. This enabled us to work the
adhesive for at least 30 minutes.
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For printing the straight ribbons for the D panels, the base
of the printing frame was equipped with a punch to facilitate re-
gistration of the bond lines. After the ribbon was positioned
in the frame, two i/8-in, registration holes, spaced at exactly
half the pitch of the bond line, were punched in each ribbon.
Correct bond line registration was achieved by using a guidepost
to align alternate holes when stacking the ribbons.
The stacking frame used to hold the ribbons in proper align-
ment until the adhesive had cured is shown in figure 27 (for the
D panel). The ribbons were stacked against a rigid guide rail and
forced into alignment by a flexible pad attached to a movable
frame. This provided close alignment of the ribbons on the face-
sheet side even when the width of the ribbons varied within per-
missible tolerances. A paddedpressure bar was then placed on
the completed stack to apply a bonding pressure of approximately
2000 N/m2 (0.3 psi).
For the contoured panels, essentially tile sameprocedure was
followed. In this case, however, the Kapton ribbon blanks were
first cut to length. Using a drill guide, index holes were then
drilled. Locator pins were installed on the printing and stacking
fixtures in a matching pattern for alignment of the ribbons. The
domepanels are madeup of short and long ribbons (and intermediate
length ribbons in the case of the A panels). For the short rib-
bons, the internal ends were trimmed before assembly because these
ends are not accessible after the ribbons have been bonded
into place. Kraft paper spacers were placed in the assembly as
the ribbons were put on the stacking fixture to compensatefor
the reduced numberof layers of Kapton at the inside end of the
assembly because of the short ribbons. After the adhesive has
cured, the core assemblies are trimmed. For the panels using
straight ribbons preslit to the final width, only the ends require
trimming. For the curved ribbon panels, the assembly was installed
in a trim fixture and the ribbon outline was trimmed using a metal
template. The trim fixture also incorporated locating pins to
match the original drill guide. The outline was trimmed with a
bandsaw, using a special no-set, fine tooth blade.
In the experiments leading to the selection of the RTV-156
silicone adhesive and in the early fabrication of insulation
panels, several difficulties and unexpected characteristics were
noted. Theseare summarizedas follows:
(i) Initial cure time was decreased and bond strength
was increased by controlling the humidity at which
the Kapton had been stored prior to use to 40% RH
or higher.
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(2) Bond strength increased with increasing adhesive
thickness in the range of 0.I to 0.9 mm (0.005 to
0.035 in.)
(3) Bonds were not always permanent. In some instances,
after several weeks aging, the strength of the bond
at the Kapton-silicone interface decreased to a
negligible value in the presence of moisture or high
humidity. This characteristic could be readily
demonstrated by applying a small pull force to two
ribbons bonded together and then breathing on the
bond. If the characteristic was present, the bond
would instantly begin to peel apart. This charac-
teristic was found to occur more frequently as the
thickness of adhesive decreased; however, it was
not apparent on newly bonded specimens, but occurred
only after several weeks aging.
Because of these characteristics, the Kapton was pretreated,
adhesive thickness was increased to near the maximum amount that
would not spread excessively, and a postcure treatment was devel-
oped. To assure that the Kapton was conditioned to a high humidity
level, it was either stored for a number of days in a high humidity
environment or was soaked in demineralized or distilled water for
a minimum of 12 hours. The latter method was more convenient,
and the Kapton strips were wiped dry no more than 30 minutes be-
fore the bonding operation. For bonding with the RTV-156 adhe-
sive, no primer is required on the Kapton. By using a 0.5 mm
(0.020 in.) thick stencil, a minimum adhesive thickness of ap-
proximately 0.4 mm (0.015 in.) was obtained.
The problem of deterioration of bond strength in the presence
of moisture or high humidity (previously described) was eliminated
by development of a postcure procedure. After the core assembly
was allowed to cure in a 40%, or higher, relative humidity envi-
ronment for a minimum of 72 hours, it was postcured at 505°K
(450°F) for 4 hours. An earlier postcure cycle at 339°K (150°F)
served to extend the aging period by several weeks. Increasing
the temperature to 394°K (250°F) increased the bond life, but the
problem eventually recurred. Unfortunately this was discovered
after a number of insulation panels had been fabricated and began
debonding during ordinary handling. When it was determined that
seemingly permanent results were obtained with a postcure cycle
of 450°K (350°F) for 4 hours, the final cycle at 505°K (450°F) for
4 hours was adopted.
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Priming of Core and Facesheet
After the honeycombpanel had been assembled and postcured,
it was expandedon a rake and inspected. If no quality problems
were noted, it was cleaned with trichlorethylene and sprayed with
silicone primer (DowCorning 1200). A 0.05 mm(0.002 in.) thick
Teflon facesheet was also cut to size, cleaned, and primed. The
primer was applied to the facesheet by spraying or wiping in two
directions with a saturated cheesecloth pad. The latter method
was preferred. For both the core and facesheet, enough primer
was applied to permit visual detection, but an excess that would
cause a heavy buildup was avoided. Somedifficulty was noted in
detecting which side of the transparent facesheet had been primed;
it was therefore decided to routinely prime both sides of the
facesheet. After cleaning and priming, all materials were handled
only with clean white nylon gloves to prevent contamination.
The DowCorning 1200 primer and manyother silicone primers
require hydrolyzation after they are applied. Uhen the ambient
relative humidity is in the normal range of 301_or more, this ac-
tion takes place in a few hours at most. In our work area, how-
ever, the relative humidity dropped to near zero at times in the
winter monthswhen the outdoor temperature was very low. At such
times, the silicone primer did not achieve a satisfactory cure,
even after several days, and satisfactory bonds could not be made
with the silicone adhesives.
To solve this problem, an enclosure was built in the work
area and equipped with humidifiers (fig. 28). This humidity room
provided a relative humidity of 40 to 60%at all times except
weekends,when the humidifiers were not operating. The controlled
humidity environment also reduces the cure time of the RTV-560
two-part adhesive used for facesheet assembly, and particularly
the one-part RTV-156adhesive used for core assembly for which
water vapor absorbed from the air is the sole curing agent. All
primer curing and bonding operations were subsequently performed
in the humidity room.
Core-to-Facesheet Assembly
The facesheet-to-core bonding operation was accomplished
using an assembly tool that positioned the core to its design
size and contour and provided meansfor applying a differential
pressure across the facesheet to hold it firmly against the core.
Figure 29 shows the design of the rake-vacuum box assembly tool
for one of the panels. Examplesof the completed tools for the
A, B, D, and E panels are shownin figures 30 through 33.
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The primed core assembly was carefully assembled on the as-
sembly tool rake, which provides fingers to control the position
of each node bond in the panel. To bond the facesheet to the
core, a uniform 1.6 mm(1/16 in.) layer of adhesive was first
spread on a rubber or polyethylene transfer sheet and this sheet
was assembled to the lid of the vacuumbox. Next, the expanded
core (installed in the assembly tool) was inverted, and this was
also assembled to the lid of the vacuumbox. A slight vacuum
was the_ used to draw the coated transfer sheet against the core.
After approximately 3 minutes, the vacuumwas released and the
assembly tool, with core installed, was set aside, still in the
inverted position. The excess adhesive was allowed to drip for
approximately i0 minutes.
After the tool was removedfrom the lid, the adhesive trans-
fer sheet was removedand the facesheet was installed in its place.
The vacuumbox/core assembly was then reassembled to the lid and
the facesheet was drawn against the core with vacuum(approximately
3500 N/m2 or 0.5 psid) for a minimum of IZ hours to cure the ad-
hesive. This method ensures intimate contact between the face-
sheet and the core ribbons, which is essential to achieve consis-
tently good bonding.
In figure 34, two upper dome F panels are shown after this
assembly operation, but before they were dimpled, perforated, and
trimmed. An unexpanded core assembly is also shown.
Dimpling
Our original method for dimpling the Teflon facesheet was to
install the panel in a vacuum box and to use vacuum to stress the
material. A hand held heat gun was then used to apply a blast of
controlled-temperature hot air to the material. Although this
method produced fairly acceptable results, it had two major limi-
tations: the success was somewhat dependent on the skill of the
operator, and the temperature was not constant throughout the
cross section of the airstream.
A number of experiments were conducted to develop an improved
method for facesheet dimpling. One, using a heater blanket, ap-
peared to be an excellent solution to the problem.
As before, the insulation panel (with the core bonded to the
facesheet) was installed in a vacuum box and a vacuum was applied
to stress the facesheet. Next, an electric heater blanket was
positioned over the [acesheet and light pressure was applied to
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ensure contact with the facesheet. Finally, tile temperature of
the heater blanket was raised to 495°K (430°F) and held for i to
2 minutes at a vacuumof 8600 N/m2 (1.25 psid). The dimples
achieved by this method were very consistent, and dimple depths in
excess of 0.12 times the span of the Teflon were achieved. Further-
more, the procedure was straightforward and was not dependent on
operator skill. Figure 35 shows the heater blanket that _,as
fabricated for dimpling the D panel.
The success of this method was short-lived, however, rt was
discovered that when the panel was subsequently heated to 450°K
(350°F), the dimples almost completely disappeared due to shrinkage.
(Apparently the Teflon did not reach a sufficiently high tempera-
ture to eliminate the "memory"of the film.) Wefound that we
were unable to achieve the higher temperature required for perma-
nent dimples using the heater blanket without creating hot spots
that melted the film. Radiant heating was also unsatisfactory
because of the high heat transmissivity of the Teflon.
Wereturned to the heated airstream as a meansof achieving
a sufficiently high temperature of the Teflon to eliminate the
memoryeffect. In experiments, again using a hand-held heat gun,
we found that the required dimpling temperature was very near the
temperature at which the Teflon begins to melt. Wedid not mea-
sure the Teflon temperature, but the required airstream tempera-
ture was in the vicinity of 589°K (600°F). At the higher temper-
ature, there was a tendency for the Teflon to melt through in
spots unless the differential pressure across the facesheet was
reduced. By reducing the pressure, however, no dimples formed
until the temperature reached the critical value, that is, a suf-
ficiently high temperature to produce facesheet dimples that would
not shrink at 450°K (350°F). A differential pressure of 2500 N/m2(0.36 psid) was found to be sufficiently small that dimples would
meet the shrinkage test.
Wefabricated a dimpling heater (modifying and adding to
an existing air-heater system) that discharged a narrow stream of
hot air approximately 0.91 m (36 in.) long (fig. 36 and 37). In
this assembly, the air is heated by two 5-kw electric heaters.
Oneheater was connected to an on-off switch while the other was
powered through a variable transformer. The heater was mounted
on a swing arm assembly that could be movedacross the insulation
panel at a constant distance from the facesheet. In practice,
several slow passes were madeacross the panel to achieve the
maximumdimple depth possible.
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Using this device, somemelt-throughs occurred. Thesewere
apparently caused by occasional weak spots in the Teflon, because
melt-throughs were randomand no pattern of hot spots in the air-
stream could be detected. The occasional melt-throughs were tol-
erated, because repair of the damagedcells was straightforward
and was considered an acceptable inconvenience.
The depth of the dimples wewere able to produce was dis-
appointing. After someexperimentation we developed a 2-step
dimpling procedure that resulted in someincrease in the depth
of the dimples. In the first step, the air temperature was con-
trolled at 539 to 550°K (510 to 530°F), and the differential
pressure was controlled at approximately 7500 N/m2 (i.I psid).
In the first step, a dimple depth of at least 0.095 times the
span of the facesheet was obtained. In the second step, the air
temperature was increased to 583 to 600°K (590 to 620°F) and the
pressure difference was decreased to 2500 N/m2 (0.36 psid). Under
these conditions, the dimple depth would decrease from that ob-
tained in the first step, but was nevertheless greater than had
been obtained with the one-step method. With this procedure, it
was possible to maintain a dimple depth 0.075 times span, the
minimumrequirement, but little, if any, in excess of that value.
With the final method of dimpling, it was discovered that
the overall panel width experienced a shrinkage of approximately
1.5%. However, panel height remained essentially unchanged. To
compensatefor this change in dimension, a full column of panels,
2½cells in width, was cut from spare panels. Thus, the tank
circumference was spannedwith 8 full-size (16½-cell-width) panels
plus one 2l_-cell wide panel.
Facesheet Perforating and Trimming
The facesheet was perforated (one opening per cell) using a
soldering iron with a 0.9 mm(O.035-in.)-diameter needle. Uhen
the needle is heated sufficiently, the holes are partially melted
through thus eliminating tears in the facesheet. By carefully
controlling the temperature of the needle, and after somepractice,
satisfactory holes can be produced with a hand-held soldering iron.
However, if the iron is attached to a sliding mechanism, the
te_perature of the needle can be increased well above the melting
point of the facesheet without producing elongated holes.
Figure 38 shows a panel being perforated by this method.
This operation would lend itself to mechanization for high pro-
duction rates. However, no particular problems have been experi-
enced with the manual methods that we have used to date.
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Next, the excess facesheet material around the perimeter of
the panels was trimmed close to the core, removing approximately
half of the outside bond line. This manual operation required
considerable care and patience. For high production rates, a
mechanizedmeansfor trimming the panels will be essential.
A barrel D panel is shownat this stage of fabrication in
figure 39. In figure 40, four A panels are shownafter assembly,
dimpling, perforating and trim, nested together to form a ring.
Installation of Filler Haterial
Several methods were evaluated for installing the fiberglass
filler material in the insulation cells. Grinding the material
would greatly facilitate its installation, if a meanswere devised
to hold the fibers in place in the cell. A method wherein the
bulk fiberglass is vibrated uniformly into the cells and then the
exposed surface is sprayed with a binder showedpromise. Some
types of silicone primers would probably perform the function of
holding the fiberglass in place while also priming the bonding
surfaces of the Kapton core ribbons. However, whenwe tried
grinding the fiberglass batting, we found that its density in-
creased by a factor of 2 or more.
Since system weight is an important consideration, we adopted
a method of installing the filler material that consisted of die-
cutting plugs of i/2-in.-thick PF 105 fiberglass batting to the
design shape (fig. 41 and 42). The filler plugs were cut 1%to
5%larger than the cells in length and width to provide excess
material for compaction. TwoI/2-in.-thick plugs were used for
each cell (for l-in.-thick insulation).
In all of the insulation panels there are approximately 57
different sizes and shapes of cells, and in manyof these cells
the size and shape changes considerably between the wall side and
the facesheet side of the panel. A computer program was devised
and used to select a minimumnumberof filler plugs that would
fit the 114 different positions for all the panels within the
tolerance given above. This requirement was met with 9 different
plug designs with high usage plus 6 designs for which 128, or
fewer, were required. A total of approximately 30,000 filler
plugs were required for all panels.
The computer program provided full-scale outline drawings
for the plugs, and prepared a usage table. Die sets were made
for the high usage items, and they were punched using a small
pneumatic punch press. Using a sharp knife and template, the
remaining plugs were cut by hand.
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Panels were cleaned with trichlorethylene and the plugs were
installed by hand according to the usage table. Care was required
to prevent distortion or cocking of the cells, and to be sure that
the points on the filler plugs fit properly into the points in
the cells. After all the plugs had been installed in a panel,
they were carefully compressedto a depth of approximately 1.6
mm(1/16 in.) below the edge of the core ribbon.
Primer was then sprayed on the tank wall side of the core to
prime the core for installation and retain the filler material
during handling. Although this method of using the primer to
hold the filler plugs in place had seemedpromising in small sam-
pie tests, it did not work well on the whole. This apparently
was because of the tendency of the primer to eventually become
dry and chalky, after which it did not retain the fiberglass plugs.
Twopanels are shownin figure 43 after the filler plugs had been
installed.
Quality Control
Even in the small test tank insulated in this program, the
numberof insulation cells is quite large. But that number is
small comparedto the numberof ceils that would be involved in
a booster hydrogen tank. It is obvious that Quality Control pro-
cedures that minimize the need for a cell-by-cell inspection should
be developed. Ideally, the quality of the insulation panels and
their installation would be assured by process control and only
spot inspections would be required.
Becauseof the developmental nature of this program, the
tooling, equipment, and fabrication procedures were often inad-
equate to ensure consistent quality, and considerable rework and
repair was necessary. Initially, our Quality Control procedures
and criteria were also inadequate, and a numberof defects were
not detected until they had been repeated in a numberof panels.
Whenthis inadequacy was fully realized, an intensive revision
of the Quality Control program was undertaken, and new procedures
for enforcing quality control were put into effect. More detailed
inspection criteria were also developed.
The quality of the insulation panels was controlled primarily
by visual inspections at six points in the fabrication sequence.
These inspections were performed after
(i) printing, assembling, trimming, and postcuring the
unexpanded core panels;
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(2) priming the core panel and facesheet;
(3) bonding the facesheet to the core;
(4) dimpling the facesheet;
(5) perforating and trimming the panel;
(6) filler plugs were installed and the panel was primed
on the wall side.
For the most part, quality checks were madeby visual inspec-
tions. _len the integrity of bonds could not be verified visually,
we used a leak test to verify the seal between adjacent cells.
This test was performed using a nitrogen pressure source and a
rotometer-type flowmeter (fig. 44).
To accomplish the test, the cells were pressurized from the
open (wall) side using a flat, soft rubber seal pad connected to
the flowmeter by a hose. The nitrogen pressure was regulated to
14,000 N/m2 (2 psig) with the flow shut off at the seal pad. The
pad was then pressed onto the open side of the cell and the flow
rate was noted. Leak rates below 8 x 10-8 std m3/sec (0.01 scf/hr)
can be detected using this method.
The sametest was used to check for leaks after the panels
had been installed. In this case, a smaller nozzle was pressed
to the facesheet so as to cover one-cell at a time, allowing the
cell to be internally pressurized. Leaks large enough to be de-
tected with the flowmeter were considered unacceptable. However,
in the case of installed panels, it was discovered that one could
detect any significant cell leakage without watching the flow-
meter. The regulated pressure was increased to 28,000 N/m2 (4
psig), and leakage could be detected, after gaining experience,
by the rate of inflation of the cell and the tightness of the
facesheet when inflated. Of course, the flowmeter could be
checked in case of doubt in the visual check.
A serial numberwas assigned for and marked on each panel,
and a record folder was madefor each panel. A quality control
document, kept in the panel record folder, served as an inspec-
tion checklist, a record of acceptance, and an authorization
to proceed to the next step. This Panel Inspection Record is
presented in Appendix A together with the detailed criteria used
during panel inspection. Whena defect was noted at any of the
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inspection points, a reject tag was placed in the folder (or at-
tached to the panel). The reason for the reject was noted on
the tag. All rejected panels were reviewed for disposition, and
in a majority of cases the disposition was to rework the panel.
In this case, the reject tag was cleared by a rework authoriza-
tion form that specified the rework to be accomplished. Only
when all the repair work had been inspected and signed off on the
rework authorization form could the inspection record be updated
to permit the panel to proceed to the next fabrication step.
All reject tags and rework authorization forms, as well as the
inspection record and an operator sign-off sheet were maintained
in the panel record folder.
Panel Repair
Repair techniques were available, or were developed, for
correcting most of the defects encountered in fabrication of
the insulation panels. The more important types of repairs are
described in the following paragraphs.
The most commonproblem encountered was skips or very thin
spots in the facesheet-to-core bond, which appear to be potential
leak points. These were readily repaired by manually applying
a thin bead of adhesive over the defect area, generally on both
sides of the ribbon. This was accomplished by using a narrow
spatula or a hypodermic syringe with a 16-gage needle, filled with
RTV-560adhesive diluted approximately 5 to 10%with General Elec-
tric RTV-910thinner. In either case, care must be taken to pre-
vent excessive adhesive from building up and/or spreading the adhe-
sive over a larger area of the facesheet than is desirable.
In some instances, we found that cells on the perimeter of
the panel were distorted because of improper fitting of the core
to the assembly rake or because of inaccuracies in the tooling.
These cells have been successfully repaired. The facesheet was
first debondedfrom the core over the distorted area by failing
the adhesive. A template of the proper size and shape was then
inserted into the cell to hold the ribbon to the proper contour,
and adhesive was applied on the outside of tile cell at the face-
sheet-core intersection using a spatula or syringe. After this
first adhesive cured, the template was removedand the bond was
completed on the inside intersection of the core and facesheet.
An extraneous line of adhesive will remain on the facesheet after
this repair is completed, llowever, no resulting problem in sub-
sequent dimpling of the facesheet has been experienced. Figures
45 and 46 show a distorted cell before and after being repaired.
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In a very few cases, tears occurred in the Kapton core rib-
bon, beginning from the open or wall side of the prefabricated
panel. These tears have been repaired by bonding a small Kapton
patch over the tear using RTV-156adhesive.
In someinstances the Teflon melted through in isolated cells
during dimpling, in such instances, the facesheet was trimmed
out for these cells using a sharp knife. A predimpled Teflon
patch was then bonded directly over the remaining bond around the
perimeter of the cell using RTV-156adhesive. Figure 47 shows a
specimenwith a facesheet patch. These patches were cut from
facesheets that had been removedfrom rejected panels after the
dimpling operation was completed. No difficulty was experienced
because of the RTV-560that remained on the Teflon.
Small holes in the facesheet were repaired by bonding in a
small Teflon patch over them, using either RTV-156or RTV-560.
This method should be limited to holes no larger than 3 mm(1/8
in.) in diameter. It was found that patches in this size range
did not significantly affect the subsequent dimpling operation.
In trimming away the excess facesheet material around the pe-
rimeter of the cell, the facesheet and adhesive will occasionally
be completely removedup to the outer edge of the Kapton ribbon in
small areas. This does not in itself affect the integrity of the
cell, since the bond will be complete on the opposite side of the
ribbon, but such overtrimmed spots were considered potential leak
points and were repaired by applying a thin layer of RTV-560ad-
hesive so that it overlaps the Kapton-Teflon intersection.
The above repairs apply to insulation panels that have not
yet been installed on a tank wall. In general, they also can be
used to repair damagethat mayoccur after installation. For
damageto large areas, however, our recommendedmethod is to com-
pletely remove the damagearea, carefully trimming the facesheet
to the boundary of the remaining cells. A special panel must then
be fabricated. This panel will be slightly undersized, but can
be bonded in place and grouted in the standard manner.
Special Panels
In addition to the standard A thru F panels, one-of-a-kind
panels were fabricated to insulate over the simulated internal
hardware. Thesepanels, covering the semi-cylindrical outlet
baffle, the ring frame segment, the vertical stringer segment,
and the attaching bracket were not fabricated until after the
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basic panels, with appropriate cutouts, had been installed around
the protrusions. Patterns were taken of the actual cutouts and
the location of the hardware items within the cutouts.
The special panels were fabricated using the samedesign ap-
proach and fabrication methods, although simpler tools were impro-
vised for these one-time requirements. The panel for the semi-
cylindrical cylinder was madewith a 152 mm(6 in.) insulation
thickness, and the others had a thickness dimension of 89 nun(3.5
in.) The panels were designed to have outside dimensions corres-
ponding to the cutout, less a 3 mm(0.125 in.) allowance for the
grouted joint. An interior cutout was madein the panels to pro-
vide for a close fit to the hardware item. The panels to cover
the ring frame and the stringer are shown in figures 48 and 49.
The semi-circular panel for the outlet device is shownin figure
50 and the attach bracket panel is illustrated in figure 51.
The insulator plug providing the transition from the internal
insulation to the vacuumjacketed fill and drain plumbing was
fabricated using conventional techniques for fiberglass-epoxy
layup. Woodenforms were machined for fabrication of all the
componentparts except the cover. A form for this part, with its
repeating contours, was assembled from 16 plaster castings. The
completed insulation plug assembly is shownbefore installation
in figure 52. A flat baffle, also madeof fiberglass-epoxy, was
attached to the plug assembly. This baffle was incorporated to
divert the flow of hydrogen entering the tank and minimize tank
pressure collapse from sudden cooling of the gas.
Installation
The insulation panels were installed by bonding them to the
tank wall. The basic procedure requires the following steps:
(i) laying out the tank for proper positioning of the
panels;
(2) cleaning and priming the interior of the tank;
(3) applying the adhesive;
(4) installing the panels in the proper locations;
(5) holding the panels firmly against the tank wall
until the adhesive is cured;
(6) filling joints between the panels with grout com-
pound.
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The means used to accomplish these requirements are described
in the following sections.
_nstallation Tooling. - in a spacecraft application of the
internal insulation system, it would be important to minimize
weight and to optimize thermal performance. Both of these param-
eters are enhanced by use of a minimum quantity of adhesive in
installing the panels.
One way to minimize the quantity of adhesive used in panel
installation is to use a stencil in applying the adhesive to the
wall. The stencil would apply a narrow adhesive pattern that
would register with the core ribbons when the panel was put into
place on the wall. To do this successfully, two requirements
must be met: (i) the pattern of the core ribbons must be regular
and repeatable; (2) means must be provided to assure accurate
positioning of the panels to register with the stencil-applied
adhesive.
In development tests conducted under contract NAS3-14384, we
were able to successfully install small insulation panels using
this method. On this basis, we decided to use the same technique
in installing the 16 D panels on the tank barrel section to fur-
ther evaluate the feasibility of the approach and to fully demon-
strate a flightweight insulation system.
To achieve uniformity of the ribbon pattern in the insulation
panels, we used an assembly tool (previously described in this
chapter) which controlled the location of each node bond. To
assure proper registration of the panels with the adhesive, we
designed and fabricated an installation tool for positioning a
stencil while applying the adhesive. This same tool was used to
position the insulation panels as they were brought into contact
with the tank wall. The tool was located in the proper position
on the tank wall by locator buttons (small steel washers) bonded
to the tank wall in accordance with an overall layout drawing.
The tool was held in place with 6 suction cups connected to a
vacuum pump.
We fabricated an aluminum test panel, rolled to the tank
radius and mounted vertically On a stand, to check the installa-
tion tooling and procedure. Two spare D panels were installed
on the aluminum panel. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain
photographs of this operation in progress. In figure 53 the
installation tool is shown in place on the panel after the test
was completed. The stencil is in place in the upper panel posi-
tion. Figure 54 shows the tool with the stencil removed. The
same frame that held the stencil also holds the insulation panel
as it is brought into the proper position on the tank wall.
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Considerably more effort was required than had been planned
in fabrication of this too]. Modification of the tool was re-
quired to accommodatethe distortion that developed in the tank
when it was rebuilt; adjustment of the tool was required to
achieve precise alignment of the panels. The checkout panel in-
stallation was accomplished with only moderate difficulty. When
the panels were subsequently leak-checked, however, we found an
unacceptable numberof intercell connections in several areas.
]'he checkout results were determined to be unacceptable, and
because of budget and schedule considerations it was decided that
further development of this installation method could not be ac-
complished. We then proceeded with the installation of panels
in the tank, applying adhesive over the entire surface. However,
it did not follow that the stencil method for app]ying the adhe-
sive was impractical. In fact, considering the complications
that were imposed on this experiment by the distortion of the
tank welds and the shrinkage of the panels during dimpling, the
results obtained were remarkably close to being successful.
Cleaning and Priming. - Paint and other deposits were removed
from the inside tank surface by hand cleaning. At this point, the
locator buttons for the installation tool were installed, since
the checkout of this tool had not yet been accomplished.
The interior was vapor-degreased by installing a vessel for
boiling tricbloretbylene Jn the tank. A boiling rate of 0.030
to 0.037 m 3 (8 to i0 gal) per hour was achieved using a power in-
put of 3 to 4 kw, and this rate was maintained for approximately
2.5 hours.
The tank interior was dry-grit-blasted next using 20- to
40-grit silica. This was done after the sandblast equipment was
cleaned and a sample panel was blasted and then checked for clean-
liness with a water break test. Clean nitrogen was used in the
grit-blasting process. Immediately following the grit-blast
operation, the tank interior was sprayed with Dow Coming 1200
primer of a sufficient thickness to permit visual detection. The
above operations completed the preparation of the tank for instal-
lation of the insulation system.
Panel Installation. - After cleaning and priming the tank,
it was moved to the installation area, placed upright on a stand,
and a scaffold providing access to the tank manway was erected
about the tank as shown in figure 55. A vacuum bag to cover the
entire tank interior except for the manway and the fill port was
fabricated of 0.15 mm (0.006 in.) polyethylene film. This bag
was placed in the tank and sealed around the fill port and the
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manwayopening. Expandable rings of semi-flexible plastic pipe,
19 mm(0.75 in.) in diameter, were installed at the upper and
lower dometo tile barrel intersections to hold the bag in place.
The purpose of the vacuumbag was to force the panels firmly
against the tank wall while the adhesive cured. It also served
to protect the wall from contamination.
Next, a ladder and work platform, constructed to the drawing
shownin figure 56, was installed in the tank. The work platform
consisted of one fixed and one removable portion, and could be
rotated to any desired orientation.
Panels were installed in the following sequence:
(i) two A and four B panels on bottom dome;
(2) two A and four B panels plus two-cell A and B panels
to complete bottom dome;
(3) all C panels (18) consisting of curved and straight
sections;
(4) lower tier of D wall panels, consisting of eight
full panels plus two-cell panel;
(5) upper tier of D panels;
(6) all E panels, straight and curved section, extending
insulation onto upper dome;
(7) F panels on upper dome, consisting of eight full
panels plus two-cell panel.
To install panels, the vacuumbag was cut open in the required
area, adhesive was applied to the wall, the panels were positioned
in place, the vacuumbag was resealed and connected to a vacuum
pump, and a vacuumwas applied until the adhesive had cured.
A fixture was used to control the outline of the two A and
four B panels first installed. In figure 57 these panels are
shownin place, with the cutouts as required for clearing the
simulated outlet baffle. The outline fixture, the vacuumbag,
and the work platform with one half removedcan also be seen in
this photograph.
The silicone adhesive was spread on the tank wall by hand,
using a trowel with 2 mm(0.075 in.) holdup vanes to evenly dis-
tribute the adhesive. A vacuumof 750 to 2500 N/m? (3 to i0 in.
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water column) was achieved, depending on the success achieved in
eliminating leaks in the vacuumbag. The vacuumpumprequirement
was to remove a large volume of air at a relatively low vacuum
level. To achieve this, we used two vacuumcleaners in parallel.
They were operated with a fairly high bypass opening and a re-
duced voltage of 60 to 80 volts to prevent them from overheating
during the 14- to 20-hour periods of operation.
After all the bottom panels had been installed, they were
checked by filling the tank bottom with liquid nitrogen. No
damageoccurred becauseof this cryogenic check.
Tooling was fabricated to hold the panels (other than the
bottom panels) in place from the time they were initially posi-
tioned until the vacuumbag had been installed and vacuumapplied
to force the panels into contact with the wall. However, it was
found that the panels would stay in place on the wall, and the
holding tools were not required. The previously installed panels,
_ith which the panels being installed were nested, proved adequate
to control the positioning of the insulation.
Figure 58 shows the tank interior after the wall panels were
installed. In this photograph, the complete work platform obscures
the view of the bottom panels.
The standard panels were trimmed as required to provide cut-
outs for the hardware items installed on the wall. Figure 59
shows the ring frame and stringer segments and the attach bracket
before being insulated. After all of the standard panels had
been installed, the special panels were installed over the simu-
lated hardware. Push rods and foam pads, rather than the vacuum
bag, were used to hold these panels in place during bonding. The
gaps between these panels and the surrounding cell walls, as well
as the gaps between all standard panels, were filled with a grout-
ing compoundconsisting of GERTV-560silicone adhesive thickened
with from 1.5% to 2%of fumed silica (Cab-O-Sil). The grout was
applied using a Semcopneumatic grout gun with a thin modified
nozzle.
The final step in the installation process was the bonding
of the fill and drain adapter plug. This was necessarily the last
step because this plug is mounted in the outlet line and occupies
the space required for mounting the work platform. Access for
installation, final grouting, inspection, and repair in this area
was possible, however, using a small woodenplatform supported
on soft polyurethane foam. Figure 60 shows the tank interior
after all insulation had been installed. Figure 61 is a view of
the upper domeand manwayas viewed from the bottom of the tank.
The insulated manwaycover is shownin Figure 62.
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Inspection and Repair
All cells, except some of those above the expected maximum
liquid level, were leak-checked. Of the approximately 15,000
cells in the complete system, an estimated 800 to i000 cell inter-
connections were found. A few of these were due to defects in
the prefabricated panels, such as node bond skips, but a vast
majority of the interconnections occurred between the core ribbons
and the tank wall. These were caused by the following factors:
(i) inadequate wetting action of the adhesive;
(2) entrapped bubbles in the adhesive;
(3) displacement of adhesive due to sliding of the panel
after contact with the wall.
The interconnections were repaired by the following procedure.
A small opening was made in the facesheet. Thinned silicone ad-
hesive was applied over the wall-core ribbon intersection using
a hypodermic needle. The facesheet opening was then closed by
bridging with one-part GE RTV-156 silicone adhesive.
During inspection of the insulation after installation, a high
incidence of failures of the facesheet-to-core bond was encountered
in one of the barrel D panels. These failures was not initially
present, but occurred when the individual cells were internally
pressurized to 27,000 to 35,000 N/m 2 (4 to 5 psi) during leak-
checking. The failures occurred at the interface between the
Kapton core ribbon and the silicone adhesive, and were due either
to improper application or cure of the silicone primer on the
Kapton. This panel was removed entirely and replaced with a spare
panel. The removal and replacement procedure proved to be straight-
forward, and no difficulty was encountered.
In addition, some facesheet-to-core debonds occurred at the
panel perimeters caused by stresses incurred during installation.
These were repaired by a simple rebonding process using either
the RTV-560 or RTV-156 silicone adhesives. On completion of all
repairs, the tank was moved to the test area for cryogenic testing.
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TESTPROGRAM
The insulated tank was tested to determine its operational
characteristics and to evaluate the ability of the insulation
system to withstand the simulated environment of a reusable shut-
le boost tank. The specific objectives of the test program were
to:
(i) measure the thermal insulating capability of the
system under conditions similar to the ground-hold
mission phase.
(2) determine any degrading effects on the insulation
system resulting from fill, pressurization, heating
of the tank wall to 450°K (350°F), drain, and warm-
up of the tank.
(3) determine the purge characteristics of the insula-
tion system, and formulate a suitable purge pro-
cedure. This purge must assure that sufficient
air in the insulation cells is removed to prevent
the possibility of an explosive hydrogen-oxygen
mixture, and reduce the content of condensible gases
to a small value that will not affect the proper
functioning of the insulation. On returning the
system to an inert condition, the hydrogen must be
removed from the cells to eliminate the possibility
of ignition or explosion.
The insulating capability of the system was evaluated by
filling the tank with liquid hydrogen and measuring the rate of
boiloff of gaseous hydrogen. The external tank temperature was
measured at a number of points, and was controlled by applying
heat to maintain stable operating conditions. Insulation system
performance was determined by comparing the measured rate of boil-
off with that predicted on tile basis of thermal conductivity
measurements previously obtained in flat-plate calorimeter testing.
The tank wall was cycled to a temperature of 450°K (350°F)
while the tank was filled, or partially filled, with liquid hy_
drogen to simulate the operational environment. The tank was also
internally pressurized to 69,000 N/m 2 (i0 psi) during each of five
temperature cycles. By repeating the boiloff rate test after the
series of temperature and pressure cycle tests and comparing the
boiloff rates, the effect of the cycle tests on system performance
was determined.
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To determine the purge characteristics of the insulation
systc_m,we equipped five representative cells with gas sampling
instrumentation. Purge tests were conducted to replace the ini-
tial air or nitrogen in the cells with helium, and to purge the
ceils with nitrogen when they initially contained hydrogen and/
or helium gas. Small gas samples were witlldrawn at specific in-
tervals and analyzed to provide a measure of the completeness of
the purge operation.
Descriptions of the test equipment and setup, the testing
as it was accomplished, and results are presented in this chapter.
Description of Test Setup and Equipment
The cryogenic tests were performed at our Propulsion Research
Laboratory, located at our Waterton facility near Denver. The
test tank was set up in a test cell, routinely used for liquid
hydrogen testing, and all instrumentation read-out and control
equipment was located in a remote test control center.
Tank Qualification
Because of the potential hazard encountered when using liquid
hydrogen, we performed a cryogenic proof test of the test vessel
before installing the insulation system. The test vessel was set
up on the aluminum tank stand, which was fabricated for use in the
test program, and was filled to overflow with liquid nitrogen.
The pressure was increased by closing both the fill and the vent
values, and was allowed to reach 131,000 N/m 2 (19 psig). The vent
valve was opened to relieve the pressure, and the tank was drait_ed
and allowed to warm up.
All major welds in the tank were then radiographically in-
spected. The X-ray films were compared in detail with those taken
before and after the tank was proof tested to 145,000 N/m 2 (21
psig) with water at ambient temperature. No flaw growth could be
noted, and none of the flaws that could be detected were judged
to be significant. The proof test pressures were selected on the
basis of a stress analysis performed after the tank hacl been re-
built, and which analysis considered the distortion in the dome-
to-barrel weld areas. A normal operating pressure of 69,000 N/m _
(i0 psig) and a maximum operating pressure of 107,000 N/m ? (15.5
psig) were selected. The pressure capability was found to be
limited by potential buckling caused by compressive str_sscs dc_-
veloped near the dome/barrel junction.
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Following the cryogenic proof test, the tank was leak checked
using a helium massspectrometer leak detector system.
Plumbing and Test Setup
After the insulation system had been installed, inspected,
and repaired, the tank was again set up in the test cell as shown in
figure 63. The tank exterior was painted flat black to increase
radiant heat transfer. The overall cell layout and plumbing sche-
matic is shownin figure 64.
The tank was connected (during test) to two 5.68-m3 (1500-gal)
hydrogen supply trailers through a 31.75-mm(1.25-in.) diameter vac-
uumjacketed facility plumbing system. The transition from the fa-
cility plumbing system to the test tank fill and drain port was
through the vacuum-jacketed fill adapter shownin figure 65. The
trailer connections were located in a service cell area (part of
the liquid hydrogen test complex) where either trailer could be
replaced by a full one when empty, without interrupting the test
in progress. All system liquid valves were remotely operated
from the control center.
The vent port of the test tank was connected to the 152-mm
(6-in.) diameter, 12-m (40-ft) high vent stack through a 51-mm
(2-in.) throttling valve, a 102-mm(4-in.) two-position valve and
a 51-mm(2-in.) burst disk with a design burst pressure of 103,000
N/m2 (15 psid), all connected in parallel. The 51-mm(2-in.)
throttling valve was controlled from a loading panel in the con-
trol center and the 102-mmvalve was remotely operated, but was
also connected to a pressure switch set to automatically open
the valve at 86,200 N/m2 (12.5 psig) tank pressure. Tank purge
control valves for nitrogen and helium were manually operated
from a remote panel located outside the cell.
Instrumentation
Tank instrumentation is shownin figure 66. Fifty-three
chromel constantan thermocouples were spot-welded onto the tank
wall, and ten were installed on an instrumentation rake inside
the tank. An additional six chromel-alumel thermocouples were
installed on the tank wall as control sensors. Kistler Redmond
nichrome hot wire type liquid level sensors were also installed
on the rake at 10%intervals of tank volume from 10%to 90%and
at 92%. The thermocouples were read out by meansof a digital
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printing millivoltmeter, except for control thermocouples and
ten selected thermocouples which were patched to potentiometer-
type strip chart recorders for trend monitoring. Liquid level
was indicated by a Kistler Redmondamplifier-indicator-sigi_al unit.
Tank vent flow rate was measuredduring heat flux tests by
an orifice flowmeter. The orifice was mounted in an orifice
holder with flange taps in a 50.8-ram(2-in.) meter run. ;)iffcr-
ential pressure was read out through an electronic diff_r_lltial
pressure transducer and a strip chart recorder. Backupmeasure-
ment of boiloff flow rate was obtained by loggil_g the times that
level sensors were uncovered during heat flux tests
All read-out devices and the pressure and differential pres-
sure transducers that were used were subjected to periodic cali-
bration checks, and their accuracy was verified before the tests.
The thermocouples and the orifice meter run were not calibrated;
rather, manufacturers' certifications and orifice calculations
were taken as a basis for accuracy determinations. Overall sys-
tem accuracy was calculated to be less than 5%of nominal flow
rate for the flowmeter, less than _3°K (<5°F) for temperature
measurementsat the expected wall temperatures (but possibly much
greater at LH2 temperature), within -'5 mm(.<0.2 in.) for liquid
level measurements,but repeatable to !_2.5 mm(_0.i in.), and
within _3450N/m2 (.+0.5 psi) for tank pressure.
Tank Heater System
A radiant heating chamberwas fabricated to provide a means
for heating the tank walls to 450°K (350°F). This heat chamber
was fabricated in two halves, and when assembled, enclosed the
tank. It is shownas installed during the thermal testing in
figure 67. The heater enclosure was fabricated of aluminum spec-
ular reflector plate, and the heater assembly uses 576 lO00-watt
quartz infrared lamps connected to three control zones. These
zones, lower, center and upper, provided a meansof compensating for
the uneven cooling of the tank wall because of variations in the
liquid level in the tank. Each zone was connected to a modulating
controller with 150-kva control capability. Eachcontroller was
equipped with a feedback control circuit and was connected to
thermocouples mountedon the tank wall.
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The heat chamberenclosed the entire tank barrel section and
all of the upper domeexcept the manway. It was attached to a
flange incorporated in the tank stand so as to close the bottom
of the annular volume between the tank and the heater. A purge
ring was installed at the bottom of the annulus, and a nitrogen1
purge of this volume was maintained throughout all tests.
Purge Sampling System
The system used to obtain purge gas samples from the instru-
mented cells is illustrated in figure 68. Samplecontainers _¢ere
connected through a valving manifold to the cell interior. The
purge sampling setup dependson a calibrated molecular leak to
permit the collection of an adequate sample (for massspectrom-
eter analysis) within a reasonable time period, but not so large
as to create a significant disturbance of the gas in the cells.
Before withdrawing a sample, the cell isolation valve was closed
and the vacuumpumpand sample container valves were opened. The
system was evacuated t_sing a mechanical vacuumpumpto a pressure
on the order of 0.001 atmospheres. To obtain a sample, tile cell
isolation valve was opened for three to five seconds to remove
the gas trapped between the valve and the leak. Then, the valve
to the vacuumpumpwas closed and the cell isolation valve opened.
After approximately 30 seconds, the cell isolation valve and the
sample container valve were closed and the sample container was
removedfor analysis. Another sample container was then installed
for the next test. A purge sample manifold with the sample con-
tainer is shownin figure 69. The sample container with identi-
fication label extends upward and the vacuumpumpconnection ex-
tends downward.
Before use, the sample containers were solvent-cleaned and
then baked in a vacuumto remove any contaminants. After the gas
samples were taken, the containers were analyzed using a laboratory
mass spectrometer to determine the fraction of the purge gas in
the cell, either nitrogen or helium, and consequently the maxi-
mumcontaminant level.
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Testing
After all of the plumbing and instrumentation had been con-
nected, the tank was filled with liquid nitrogen as a check of
all equipment antl to verify the test procedure. Several instru-
mentation problems were rectified, a valve operator was rep]aced,
and other minor adjustments and repairs wore accomplished. After
warmup, the tank was purged and then pressurized with gaseous
hydrogen. All connections and seals were then checked for leakage
using a portable hydrogen detector.
Cr o enic Tests - Th cryogenic test series using liquid hy-
drogen was then conducted. It consisted of tile following steps:
Test 1 - (i) filled tank to 90% and measured boiloff rate;
(2) heated tank wall to 450°K (350°F), pressurized to
69,000 N/m ? (i0 psig), depressurized and drained;
Test 2 - (3) filled tank (after warmup) and performed two tempera-
ture and pressure cycle tests (450°K, 69,000 N/m2);
(4) measured boiloff rate;
(5) performed fourth temperature and pressure cycle
test, drained tank;
Test 3 - (6) filled tank (after warmup) and performed fifth tem-
perature and pressure cycle test;
(7) measured boiloff rate, drained tank;
Test 4 - (8) filled tank (after warmup) to 90%, measured boiloff
rate, drained tank followed by warmup.
The test sequence was modified slightly from that originally
planned because of difficulty in obtaining sufficient liquid hy-
drogen. Four 5.63-m 2 (1500-gal) LH 2 trailers were used in per-
forming the tests. However, one trailer becam_ unavailable be-
cause of a mechanical failure, and several short loads were re-
ceived for unknown reasons. Because of this, only the first and
last boiloff tests were accomplished with the tank initially filled
to 90%.
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A graphic description of the tests is provided by figures
70 through 73, in which the liquid level is plotted against time.
Boiloff rate during the boiloff measurementperiods is also plotted,
and the figures are annotated to indicate the sequence of events.
In figure 74, tank wall temperature and tank pressure are plotted
vs time for a typical temperature and pressure cycle sequence.
Average tank barrel temperature was controlled to 256° + 5°K
(0°F) except during the temperature cycle tests. "fhe lower dome
temperature, which was not controlled, varied from 152 ° to 188°K
(-186 ° to -121°F) depending on the amount of frost buildup. The
colder temperatures noted on the lower dome were also an indica-
tion of damage to the insulation. The tank was fully vented,
except during the pressure cycle tests, during boiloff measure-
ment and when the cryogen was being transferred back to the
supply vessel. During boiloff measurement, the vent gas was routed
through the meter run, resulting in a tank pressure of 7,000 to
22,000 N/mi (i to 3 psig), depending on vent flow rate. Other
pertinent test data is summarized in table IV.
TABLE IV SU_'RLARY OF TEST PARA_IETERS
Event
1 Boiloff Rate No. 1
Tempera tu[e /Pressure
Cycle No. i
2 Temperature/Pressure
Cycle Xo. 2
lemperature/Pres_ure
Cycle No. 3
Builoff Rate No. 2
Temperature/Pressure
Cycle No. 4
3 Temperature/Pressure
Cycle No. 5
Boiloff Rate ._o. 3
4 Boiloff Rate No. 4
Duration
Bolloff Rate Measurement
T A....... ge Tank Temperature I,
[ l....... Dome I Barrel (to i
179 ! -137 255 -i I
Liquid
Level
,;
90
60
_ 'Iempera ture /Pr e ssure Cycle
I
Vent _ate I Haximsm
i ;,'aii
[ ; cmperature
kg/sec _
3.14 x i0-. 4.15 I
2.33 x i0- I 3.08
1.5
b.9
7,5
O. 42
1.9
2.1
65
50
179 -139 ;252 -6
174 -147 259 7
!
L l
;4.4
4.O
!
i
! 2.52 x 10-' 3.33
I 1.04 x 10-: 1.38I
6.4 x i0-: 8.43
t
163 -16 i25 i 3
i163 -167 254 i -3
152 j -i861261 I 10
155 I -181!259 ) 6
154 1-i821255 j -2
44U 343
463 375
; 466 ! 379
3.33 x 10- i
3.02 x 10-' ' }
! ;
456 I 361
: I
458 364
i
[
j 3.42 X i0-: 4.53 j1 5 x i0 " 2,01 i
J
_iax imum [ Liquid
Pressure { Level,
: !
i 73,766' 10,7:90
I
i 72,387 lO.5 ! _7
69,63U , IU.] I 60
i 68,947 f io.O 52
!77
69,630 ,! i0.i {
L
i
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In the initial boiloff rate test, the insulation performed
approximately as predicted. With the tank filled to 90%, the
boiloff rate was 3.14 x i0 -_ kg/sec (4.15 ib/min), or 32.6%/
hr. When the actual tank wall temperatures were considered, an
expected boiloff rate of 3.08 x 10 -2 kg/sec (4.07 ib/min) was
calculated on the basis of previous calorimeter test results.
During the final boiloff rate test, the vent flow rate was
6.4 x 10 -2 kg/sec (8.43 ib/min) or 66.2%/hr, or 2.03 times the
original boiloff rate. Careful inspection of the test data in-
dicates that no apparent degradation occurred until the first
temperature-pressure cycle test. Because of the short fill on
the second boiloff test, it could not be determined exactly how
much of the degradation had occurred at this intermediate point.
From the data that was obtained, however, it was estimated that
about 2/3 of the increase in boiloff rate had occurred at that
time. _en the tank was opened after the cryogenic testing was
completed, a large number of tears in the Teflon facesheet were
discovered. This accounted for the increased boiloff rate. This
damage to the insulation system, other observations after de-
tailed posttest inspection of the insulation, and analysis of test
results are discussed in the next chapter.
Purge Tests. - Because of scheduling considerations, the purge
tests were not performed before the cryogenic tests as originally
planned, but instead they were the final tests of the program. As
part of the cryogenic test procedure, we purged the tank and insu-
lation using the pressure purge method. This method consists of
12 cycles to 69,000 N/m 2 (i0 psig), each with a 3-minute hold, and
then venting to atmosphere. It is essentially the same method we
have used successfully in the past for small scale tests.
Before beginning the purge tests, we inspected the individ-
ual cells that were instrumented for purge sampling and found them
to be intact. The tank was then closed and the purge tests were
conducted in the following sequence.
(i) initial tank contents--hydrogen and helium mixture;
(2) sweep purge with nitrogen;
(3) sweep purge with helium;
(4) change tank contents to nitrogen; and
(5) pressure purge with helium.
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The sweeppurge tests were accomplished by feeding nitrogen
into the tank at the bottom and allowing it to flow out of the
tank at the top; the reverse direction was used for helium. The
flow rate was initially set to approximately one tank volume per
five minutes. After ten minutes, the flow was adjusted to a very
low rate, estimated at less than one tank volume per hour. Re-
sults of the sample analysis indicated that the gas initially in
the cell was reduced to 5%(mole fraction) within a maximumperiod
of 3 to 4 hours for both purge conditions.
Removalof nitrogen from the insulation cells by the pressure
purge methodwas accomplished in the following manner. The tank
was pressurized by feeding helium into the top of the tank to i0
psig. After a 3-minute hold period, the tank was vented to ambient
pressure (approximately 12 psia). The maximumrate of pressure
changewas limited to 38 N/m2-sec (1/3 psi/min). This procedure
was repeated for a total of 12 cycles with gas samples taken after
the fourth, eighth and twelfth cycles. Becauseof a change in
sampling procedure and leakage of one of the sample bottles, the
results were somewhatinconsistent and are discussed in the next
chapter.
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ANALYSIS
An analytical review of the total program was made. The re-
view included evaluation of (i) thermal performance of the insula-
tion system and the effectiveness of purge procedures in compar-
ison with predictions; (2) design, fabrication, installation, in-
spection and repair methods, and (3) analysis of tile damage sus-
tained by the insulation during test. Results of these analyses
are presented in this chapter.
Thermal Performance
Boiloff rate predictions were based on test data obtained
under Contract NAS8-25974, _)o_c_o_mc_ o j" Jl,_(_<_ _±'_7 _ u_,i-
C'u_;_@)_). Thermal conductivity was measured in that program for
the internal insulation system using the same materials and in-
sulation thickness that we installed in the model tank. A guarded
hot plate calorimeter, insulated on two sides and submerged in
liquid hydrogen, was used to obtain the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the insulation as a function of tile hot-side temper-
ature.
The results of these thermal conductivity tests are shoal in
figure 75. Test data for horizontal and vertical orientations are
given. The figure also shows the integrated or effective thermal
conductivity of gaseous para hydrogen. The effective thermal con-
ductivity of hydrogen gas between the temperature of the liquid
(20°K) and any other temperature, TI, is defined by
where
k(T_, 2O)
T120 k(T) dt
(T I , 20) T I - 20
= effective thermal conductivity of a layer of
hydrogen gas with boundary temperatures of
20°K and T I (°K)
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k(T) = the thermal conductivity of gaseouspara hydrogen
at any temperature, T, as given by WADDTechnical
Report 60-56.*
In the boiloff tests that were conducted, the temperature of
the tank barrel was controlled to approximately 256°K (0°F). The
lower domewas not heated, but assumedan equilibrium temperature
on the basis of heat transfer by convection and radiation to the
surrounding environment. The steady-state wall temperatures dur-
ing the initial heat flux test with the tank filled to 90%are
summarizedin table V. This table also includes calculations
of predicted heat transfer rate, using the measuredvalues of
the wall temperature. The temperature zones correspond to the
thermocouple locations as shownin figure 66. Expected thermal
conductivity was determined from the previous test data, and
total expected heat transfer was calculated for each of the ii
zones for which the insulation was in contact with the liquid
hydrogen. The calculated 13,945 J/sec (47,618 Btu/hr) would re-
sult in a liquid hydrogen boiloff rate of 3.08 x 10-2 kg/sec (4.07
ib/min), or only 2%less than the 3,14 x 10-2 kg/sec that was mea-
sured during the test.
However, in the above estimates, no correction was madefor
increased heat transfer caused by solid silicone grouting com-
poundbetween panels. In a large tank, the grouting compound
should cover no more than 1%of the total tank area, and maybe
considerably less depending on panel size. Weestimated that the
grout joints madeup approximately 2.1% of the total insulation
area in the test tank, caused by the small size panels required
for the domesand the dome-to-barrel transition areas. Wehave
not measuredthe low temperature thermal conductivity of the
grouting compound,but estimate an effective value of 0.19
*A Compendiz_ 07' the Properties of Materials at Low 7'emper-
at_re (Phase I). Part I - Properties of Fluids. WADD Technical
Report 60-56 [Contract AF33(616)-58-4]. Wright Air Development
Division, Air Research and Development Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, October 1960.
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J/m-sec-°K (0.Ii Btu/ft-hr-°R) over the test temperature range
based on published room temperature data. In the application of
the grout compound, it is desirable to avoid completely filling
the space between panels to ensure against overfilling, since
excessive grout material tends to flow onto the facesheet. Using
the estimated thermal conductivity and assuming the grout thick-
ness to be 90% of the insulation panel thickness, the overall
predicted heat transfer would be increased by 1.4%.
No allowance was made for added heat leak, which may occur
at ti_e fill and drain port, or may be caused by liquid flowing
into the fill line after the fill was completed, and vaporizing.
Observations during the tests indicated that there was no degra-
dation of the insulation at the fill port. It was also noted
that the vacuum-jacketed fill line boiled dry after the fill
valve had been closed, and did not again fill with liquid until
the valve was opened, verifying that the capillary screen at the
fill port successfully held liquid out of the line.
For the first boiloff test, therefore, the measured and
predicted boiloff values, corrected to account for the effect of
grouting, were almost identical. After the tank had been sub-
jected to five temperature and pressure cycle tests, the boiloff
rate approximately doubled for essentially the same tank wall tem-
peratures. From inspection of the insulation system after the
cyrogenic tests, it is estimated that damage had occurred to
15 to 18% of all cells in the barrel panels caused by face-
sheet failure. Between the initial and the final test, the boil-
off rate only increased by 100%, and the variation of measured tank
wall temperatures within any zone increased only from 13°K (23.5°F)
to 45°K (80°F). We have not evaluated the failure mode heat
transfer characteristics in sufficient detail to offer an ana-
lytical model, but it is obvious that a few isolated cell failures
would not greatly influence overall system performance.
Purging of Insulation
The technique used during purge tests to obtain gas samples
from selected insulation cells was based on use of a calibrated
restrictor to meter the sample. The sampling procedure was in-
tended to control the sample quantity to approximately 3% of the
total gas in the cell. Approximately the same quantity would be
initially purged through the sampling system, resulting in a total
flow of gas through the cell, equivalent to 6 to 10% of the cell
contents.
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Results of the purge tests were not consistent because of the
inadequacies of this procedure. It is believed that for certain
tests, the hand valve was not actuated quickly enough [o accurately
control the flow periods (a few seconds depending on restrictor
calibration) and that excessive gas was drawn through the cells.
This resulted in indicated purge rates greater than had been ex-
pected. Whenattempts were madeto reduce the valve-open time,
results indicated that the initial trapped gas was not removed
from the sampling system, resulting in inconsistent, but lower
indicated purge rates. Also, in at least two instances it was
obvious that sample containers had leaked, although all of the
containers and valves had initially been leak checked.
Using the data obtained, and omitting those data points
believed most likely to be in error for the reasons given above,
we arrived at the following purge test results.
(1) Sweep PurGe with 14itrodc_. - Insulation cells
initially filled with 17% helium, 33% hydrogen
(mole percent).
After 1 hr - greater than 95% GN 2 in cells
After 2 hr, or more - greater than 99% GN 2 in cells.
(2) Sweep P_rge with Helium. - Insulation cells in-
itially filled with 99% or greater GN 2.
After 1 hr - 82% helium in cells
After 2 hr - 89% helium in cells
After 4 hr - greater than 97% helium in cells.
(3) Pressure Pur_e with Helium. - Insulation cells
initially filled with 99% or greater GN 2.
After 4 cycles - 29% or greater helium in cells.
A conclusion could not be drawn from the data for pressure
cycling after 8 and 12 cycles. Extrapolation would indicate that
at the end of 12 cycles 35% of the nitrogen would remain. This
result is inconsistent with the sweep purge results, and would
indicate very poor mixing during the pressure cycles. Additional
testing is recommended to substantiate the results; however, it
is tentatively concluded that the sweep purge method is at least
as acceptable as the pressure purge method for eliminating air
or nitrogen from the insulation before fill and for inerting the
system after it has been used with liquid hydroge n .
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Insulation Design, Fabrication and Installation
In evaluating our design approach, fabrication, and installa-
tion methods, we found few problems that were not obvious at the
time that they occurred. These problems, along with possible sol-
utions or impcovementsare discussed in the following paragraphs.
Desiymn_. - The nested panel design concept had previously
been evaluated in small tanks and with small test specimens. In
this first application to a complete tank of moderate size, no
fault was found in the design concept, although opportunities for
relatively minor improvementswere noted. Onesuch improvement
was elimination of the highly compoundcurvature of the facesheet
surface when the C and E (dome-to-barrel transition) panels were
redesigned. However, the more moderate curvature of the panels
for insulation of the tank domesdid not present significant prob-
lems when using the Teflon facesheet. In a booster size tank,
the requirement to insulate over surfaces with curvature as great
as that in the current test tank domesis very unlikely.
In the insulation of the tank barrel section, we estimate
the total weight of the installed insulation system to be 3.6602
kg/m2 (0.7497 ib/ft _) of tank wall area. This estimate is detailed
in table VI. It is noted that 75% of the total weight is in the
adhesive applied to the tank wall. In our original plan (use of
stencil), only 1.186 kg/m 2 (0.243 ib/ft 2) of adhesive would have
been applied to the wall, resulting in a system weight of 2.10
kg/m ? (0.4302 ib/ft 2) with the wall adhesive constituting approx-
imately 56% of the total. The stencil is used to apply the ad-
hesive in a pattern corresponding to the core ribbon locations.
From the limited experiments we have conducted in evaluating the
stencil method, we feel that it would be practical. Furthermore,
increasing tile cell size would reduce system weight, particularly
if the wall adhesive is applied by stencil. As discussed later,
the thickness of adhesive that was used is probably excessive; as
little as 50% of tile amount used may be adequate.
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TABLE VI. - EST[MATEI) INSTAI,LEI) INSULATION SYSTEH
WE!GItT PER UNIT AREA OF TANK WAI,L
Component
Core Ribbon
Node Bond Adhesive
Facesheet
Faceshee t-to-core
Adhesvie
Filler
Primer for Pre-
fabricated Panels
Primer for Tank
Wall
Installation
Adhesive
Total Weight
Weight
Material
0.127 mm
(O.005-in.) Kapton
RTV-156
0.0508 nmt
(O.002-in.) Teflon
kg/m 2
0.2949
0.0308
FEP
RTV-560
PF-I05-450
DC-1200
DC-1200
RTV-560
0.1108
0.1655
0.2651
0.0322
0.0146
2.7463
3.6602
ib/ft 2
0.0604
0.0063
0.0227
0.0339
0.0543
0.0066
0.0030
0.5625
O. 7497
Panel Fabrication. - Quality Control records show that there
were 231 rejections tagged on the 76 standard panels that were
fabricated, or an average of 3.04 per panel. A breakdown of
these rejections follows:
short core node bonds 15
skips in core node bonds and isolated node debonds 23
core node bond width out of tolerance 4
incorrect ribbon pattern 2
alignment of core ribbons out of tolerance 13
ribbon tears 28
inadequate priming of core or facesheet 11
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facesheet-to-core bond width out of
tolerance 16
facesheet-to-core bond skips 51
cell distortion 26
facesheet wrinkles
holes in facesheet
dimple depth below minimum
damage to facesheet during trim 25
other 3
This summary does not include a number of panels that were scrapped
because of bonding failures in the core assembly.
Most of these defects were repaired, although in some cate-
gories, the defects were reviewed and accepted. This would be
possible in the case of wrinkling of the facesheet, cell dis-
tortion and out of tolerance bond line width. Those defects that
would lead to leakage between cells were in all cases repaired.
When an excessive number of defects was found in the facesheet-
to-core bond, or when the primer action was not adequate, the
facesheet was completely removed and the core assembly was re-
cycled through the assembly process. Where dimple depth did not
meet the inspection criteria, the panel was recycled back to the
dimpling operation.
Many of the operations that were required to fabricate insula-
tion panels could be automated. Improved tooling and procedures
would be required for the others in a production operation. Most
of the panel defects that we experienced would be eliminated by
an improved (second generation) production facility. Although we
maintained a minimum relative humidity in our bonding area, it
was not closely controlled. While the minimum humidity condition
generally eliminated the debonding conditions previously encount-
ered, inconsistencies in the curing rate of the silicone adhesives
resulted in wide variations in the bond line widths in the face-
sheet-to-core assembly, with skips in the bonds occurring for the
same reason. A closely controlled environment and further process
development would be required to avoid these problems.
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A means for achieving greater dini_]e depth must be found to
eliminate the damage to the Teflon facesheet that occurred during
cryogenic testing. If the maximum operating temperature of Lhe
facesheet is sufficiently less than 450°K (350°F), the heater
blanket dimpling method would be adequate. To achieve greater
dimple depth, which would not be subject to shrinkage at 450°K
(350°F), will require further development. However, the use of
a 0.025 mm (0.001 in.) Kapton facesheet is the more obvious solu-
tion to this problem. This material has cryogenic properties
equal or superior tc those of Teflon, and the coefficient of
thermal contraction of Kapton is only 22% that of Teflon. For
this reason, less dimple would be required. However, we have
recently developed a dimpling procedure for Kapton to acheive
consistent dimples in the Kapton film with greater depth than
can be achieved with the Teflon facesheet, and these dimples,
which are formed at a much higher temperature, are not subject
to shrinkage at 450°K (350°F).
Quality Control and Repair. - The quality control plan and
criteria proved to be adequate for this developmental project.
It did little to compensate for the inadequacies that were ex-
perienced in our tooling and methods. For future production of
insulation for a larger tank, these criteria will be helpful in
establishing the adequacy of improved operations. However,
future tooling, methods, and process control must be inherently
capable of maintaining quality of the insulation panels, with
only spot inspections required. Automated inspection equipment
would be required for any item requiring 100% surveillance.
While the number of repairs we made to panels was excessive,
the methods of repair generally proved satisfactory. And al-
though repairs were often obvious because of excessive use of
adhesive, they were not a cause for system degradation or failure
in the cryogenic test program.
Installation. - The only significant problem encountered in
installation of panels was in achieving a complete seal between
the core and the tank wall. On reviewing our methods and inspect-
ing areas where voids did occur, we have concluded that the ad-
hesive was thickened to the point of losing part of its wetting
and flow capability. Some increase in viscosity is necessary to
prevent running of the adhesive on a vertical wall. Once the
adhesive is spread uniformly, however, there is less tendency
for it to flow. Also, a lesser thickness of adhesive would re-
duce the tendency for running. Spraying the adhesive on tile wall
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would probably be more efficient and would probably reduce the
quantity applied and the required viscosity. Applying a small
amount of adhesive to the panel, just sufficient to initiate a
wetting action, would be helpful.
Inspection of Insulation After Cryogenic Testing
The insulation was inspected in detail after the testing
was completed. Facesheet tears had occurred in every panel except
the special panels covering the simulated hardware; these panels
sustained no damage. The greatest damageoccurred to the larger D
panels installed on the barrel. Only damagerelated to the face-
sheet was found. However, in conjunction with the facesheet tears,
there was frequent occurrence of adhesive failures. These in-
cluded debonding of the core node bonds and debonding of the
facesheet-to-core adhesive from the Kapton core ribbons. In a
few places where neither of these adhesive failures occurred, the
core ribbon was torn at the point of facesheet failure.
It has been concluded that the adhesive and core ribbon
failures were secondary; not the causes of the facesheet failure.
Microscopic examination of facesheet specimensdid not shed light
on the origin of the tears. In someinstances, tears propagated
vertically the full length of the panel. These tears were in the
lengthwise direction of the Teflon as it was manufactured, and it
was discovered tilat these full len_til tears followed areas in the
film where its thickness was as muchas 25%below nominal.
Muchevidence was noted to indicate that the failures oc-
curred with considerable release of energy, and the Teflon ap-
peared to be shattered in places with manysecondary failures.
Review of the test data indicates that the tank was subjected to
several near step changes in pressure of 1.5 to 2 psi. Because
the degradation in thermal performance seemedto occur during the
temperature and pressure cycle tests, it is suspected that these
rapid pressure fluctuations mayhave contributed to the insula-
tion failures.
The rapid changes in pressure were unintentional, and oc-
curred in switching from the main vent valve to the throttling
valve for pressure regulation. This pressure difference should
not in itself cause failure of the facesheet, since pressures of
up to 15 psig have been applied in tests with liquid nitrogen.
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A greater internal cell pressure might have occurred as a result
of liquid hydrogen being forced into the cell through the capil-
lary opening and then rapidly vaporizing. However, it is most
likely that the facesheet reached a near failure loading because
of thermal c:oL1traction, and that the loading wJs increased fur-
ther when the tank wall was heated to 450°K (350°F) and the pres-
sure suddenly applled. 7]_e loading of the facesheet by thermal
contraction is, of course, caused by inadequate dimple. Means
for providing greater dimple depth were previously discussed.
No damage or failures due to repairs were noted. Leak tests
of a large number of cells for which the facesheet was intact
failed to indicate any loss of seal between cells. For the cells
with facesheet failure, there was no instance where the fiber-
glass filler plugs had migrated out of the insulation panel.
From all the available evidence, it is concluded that the face-
sheet dimple problem alone was re_{ponsible for the insulation
system damage.
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CONCLUSIONSANDRECO>_ENDATIONS
The concept of the internal insulation system using surface
tension or capillary forces to position a stable gas layer be-
tween the liquid cryogen and tank wall had previously been veri-
fied and demonstrated on small specimens. In this program the
verification of insulation performance has been extended to a
complete tank system of moderate size. In insulating the 1.8-m
diameter tank, the concept was demonstrated to be applicable to
the insulation of the entire interior of a tank, and typical ir-
regularities in the tank interior were successfully negotiated.
Becauseof an inadequacy in the design criteria that had
been previously established, the tests to demonstrate the capa-
bility of the insulation to withstand cycling of the tank wall
to elevated temperatures were not successful. An inadequate de-
gree of dimpling of the Teflon facesheet to relieve thermally
induced stresses is belisved to be responsible for the failure of
the facesheet during temperature and pressure cycle tests. Al-
though manyother problems were encountered in the fabrication
and installation of the insulation system, they were detected
and successfully corrected.
The choice of silicone adhesives, particularly in combina-
tion with Kapton film and lower-than-average values of relative
humidity, presented special bonding problems. The low quantity
methods and tooling used in panel fabrication were not totally
adequate, and insulation panels were produced only with special
attention and considerable rework and repair. Installation pro-
cedures were largely untried and on-the-spot modifications and
innovations were required. Nevertheless, the system as installed
and repaired met all the essential requirements except for the
inadequacy of the facesheet dimples.
Recommendedfuture work obviously includes the redefinition
of the dimpling requirement and the development of a more ade-
quate dimpling process if Teflon film is to be used as the face-
sheet. However, a satisfactory process is now available for
dimpling a Kapton facesheet. A greater depth of dimple can be
achieved for Kapton than was possible for Teflon using the present
method. Since Kapton has excellent cryogenic properties, and
only a fraction of the thermal contraction rate of Teflon, the
changeof facesheet materials would be a logical solution for the
problem. Unfortunately, at the time the facesheet material was
selected for this program, we had not yet successfully solved the
dimpling problem for Kapton.
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Other recommendations include the development of a next gen-
eration of tools and methods which will minimize the dependence of
product quality on operator skill and attention. The problems
encountered in achieving a seal between the insulation and the
tank wall can be solved by using test panels of reasonably large
size, and development of tools and procedures should be completed
for minimizing the quantity of adhesive required, which would, in
turn, minimize system weight.
If system requirements do not include reusability after a
large number of exposures to high heating rates, but rather
survival after only one exposure, additional materials should be
considered. The use of more conventional adhesives, such as epoxy,
and lighter film materials, such as polyamide (Nomex) paper,
could decrease the weight of the system and eliminate some of the
problems encountered which were peculiar to the materials used in
this program.
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Figure 9. - Simulated Outlet Device
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Figure ii. - Nested Grout Joint Concept
Figure 12. - Flat-Pattern for Fabrication of
Core for a Small Cylindrical Tank
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Figure 23. -
Insulation Plug, Fill and Drain Port
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Figure Z_.
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Figure 26 Core Printing Fixture Figure 27
•J
Core Stacking Fixture
for Flat-Pattern Bonding
Figure 28 Controlled Humidity Room
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Figure 29. - Assembly Tool Design for A Panel
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Figure 30 A Panel Assembly Rake/Vacuum Box
Figure 31 B Panel Assembly Rake/Vacuum Box
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Figure 32 D Panel Assembly Rake/VacuumBox
Figure 33 E Panel AssemblyRake/VacuumBox
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Figure 34 F Panel Core Assembly and Panels after Facesheet Assembly
I _
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Figure 35 Dimpling Heater Blanket
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Figure 36 Insulation Panel in Dimpling Fixture
Figure 37 Dimpling Fixture
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Figure 38 Trimmed Panel during Perforation (Contract NAS3-14384)
Figure 39 D Panel after Facesheet Trim
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Figure 40 Four A Panels Nested to
Form Complete Ring
Figure 41 Fiberglass Plug Fabrication
with Pneumatic Punch
Figure 42 Fiberglass Plugs
¥
%
/
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_'igure 43 D Panels after Installation of Fiberglass Plugs
Figure 44 Leak Checking
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Figure 45 Distorted Cell on
Facesheet Side before
Being Repaired
Figure 46 Distorted Cell on
Facesheet Side after
Being Repaired
Figure 47 Specimen with Facesheet Patch
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Figure 48 Special Panel to Cover Ring Frame Segment
Figure 49
Special Panel to Cover Vertical Stringer Segment
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Figure 50 Special Panel to Cover
Simulated Outlet Figure 51 Special Panel for Attach
Bracket
Figure 52 Fill and Drain Adapter Plug
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Figure 53 Installation Tool Shown With Stencil in Place on the
Upper Panel Section Following Completion of Test
Figure 54 Installation Tool with Stencil Removed
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||
Figure 55 Tank in Upright Position Showing Access Scaffold
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fFigure 57 Insulation Panels as Installed in Tank Bottom
Figure 58 Insulated Tank Interior with
Ladder and Work Platform in Place
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!Figure 60 Tank Interior after Installation of Special Panels
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Figure 63. - Tank Installed in Test Cell
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Figure 65. - Fill Adapter Assembly
[XTERNA L INSTRUMENTATLON
Figure 66. - Tank Instrumentation
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Figure 67. - Test Setup with Heat
Chamber in Place
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/
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To Vacuum
Pump
Figure 68. - Cell Sampling System
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Figure 69. - Purge Sampling Assembly Installed on Tank
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APPENDIX A
MANUFACTURING DATA
Panel Prefabrication Procedure
The following process plan describes the steps required to fabricate insu-
lation panels for tanks with simple and compound curvature. Type A panels are
rectilinear-core panels for insulating sections with simple curvature (cylin-
drical or barrel sections of a tank). Type B panels are ring-segment panels
with a radiating-core-ribbon pattern for insulating sections with compound
curvature (domes or a transition between a dome and cylinder).
The special tools required for fabrication are listed in table VII. The
"X" in tile tool number refers to the designation of the specific pane] for which
the tool is designed. Panel and too] dimensions are specified on the detailed
panel drawing.
TABLL VII. - FABRICATION TOOL1NG
]'ooi No. Description
TX01
TX02*
TX0 3
T XO 4
TX05
T XO 6
TXIO
TX12
TX14
'IX]5
TX 16
TY 1 7i
TY 1 8
"10() 1
*Tt, i ._ tool
Drill temp] ate
Short strip trim template
Print stencil
Stacking press
Outline trim template
Assembly tool (assembly rake/vacuum box)
Dimpling vacuum box
Contour form
Vacuum box lid (carrier frame)
Transfer sheet (rubber or polyethylene)
Expansion tool
Filler plug die sets
Filler plug insertion tool
Dimple depth tool
is used only for panels that have both short and long core ribbons.
i"lilu "Y" corresponds to the filler plug designation, which may not correspond
to tl_c designation of tl_e panel(s) in which it is used.
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INTERNAL INSULATION SYSTEM PROCESS PLAN
DATE (REVo) 5-9-72-
S/A IDENT. STEP 5 SHEET i of 2
1
SUBSTEP OPERATION 1
This step is_fox_Iss_mhllng the eor_ for Typ_ Anr Type B p=-ne!s. Tools
_ne._.ded for this_step are a paper cutter; w_r b_sin_ir/-LL_ 30
........ drill bit_ bandsaw and special no-set fine-toothed blade: print frump;
scissors, scraper blade, marker 1__en)d[i!l temp!ate _TXOI__ . short stri____
trim temp_ (Tx02)-f0r B panels, 2rint stencil _TX03_e stacking press
_TX04b trimtemplat±(!X05),ex_ansio_tool _X16J_oven, and humidity
room. Materials needed for this step are rolls of 5-mil-thick Kapton
..... film in the required widths, cheesecloth_Baseous nitro_RTV-156 ad- i
-- .... _ n esive, and core assembiy storage b-o-x_-. _-7_-___
1
_ Uslng th-e paper Cutter, cut the requ{red number of Ka_ton-_${_i in ac- J
---- _ cordance w{ththe-panel-drawing. ".........................
• j p e s, align the Kapton strips between the halves of the drill
.... [ -templa-te (TX01). clamp- the-haive-s toogether. Driilthe- positioninf___
__--- _ _l hoiesasF indicated by the tempiate. - Remove-the.......... Strips from the tem_late_.__
or A panels, proceed to Subste d _ _..... P " ..............
c. ......For-B-paneis,* position the Short str_i_be6ween thehalv-es- _ the sho
strip trim template (TX02) and cl_ the halves to_[ether. U_the ba_
saw and special blade, tr_im the end of the stri_s marked TRIM. Remove J
the strips from the tempiate _ halves_ .............. __ 4
I
T•---cieant:l{e Kapton_ str{ps with tri_1i-or_iene' ......... __ _
e. Place the strips i n the water basin and soak them for aminimum of 12 hr. [
...........................
f__" _ __In_sert__ the print stencil (TX03)jln__the printing frame. /
g. R em0ve-t-h-eKapt--on strips frgm the_wa_ter t r_o_and__d_r/{ them with cheese-
cloth• Place the dr_ st ri_ps side by side on cheesecloth spread on top of
the workbench.
h. Start the nitrogen purge in the print frame and add enou_ RTV-156 to one I
end of the stencil to finish stenciling the required number of strips for 1
one panel. !
.... Place a strip in position on the alignment pins in the print frame. For
A panels, align the s tri_ end with the "START" line and _e_rforate the ___
strip with the punch. For B panels, refer to the appropriate panel draw-
ing to find the sequence for perforating the short and long strips.
j • Apply the RTV-156 to the strip t_hrou_h the specified openings of the
stencil (in accordance with the applicable panel drawing), using the
scraper_ blade to apgly an_d remove excess adhesive,
*This step trims the ends of short ribbons, which are inaccesih]e aftPr
assembly.
!
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INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
DATE(REVo)5-9-72
S/AIDENTo STEP5 SHEET 2 of 2
SUBSTEP OPERATION
k. Remove the printed strip from the print frame and place it_ adhesive-side
up, on_ t_he aliKnment _pins of the stackin_u2ress (TX04). For A panels, the
first strip is indexed in the "A" position (see appropriate drawing), the
second in the "B" _osition_ an d__e_ach subs_uent strip is alternated. For
B _pane ls_ refer to the ]panel draw i_. _ ....
£. -R___leat_ Substep_s_j" thru % until all................but the last strip has been printed
m. -Place the unprinted strip in the stackin_ pres_s on the alignment pins.
...... F0rA_anels , Eunch the - last stri R (Subs_tep_ and place it in the stack-
..... "" i ionin, press in the A post .
n, Place the top half (Rressure bar) of the stacking press on the alisnment
_/n_RILd_ el_amp _h_ halTtes _ether at the preset stop. (Note that more
than one core assembly can b_e_ressed at one time if the correct preset
stop is used to account for the thickness of the additional _ssemblies.)
Place the _tacking press in th_ humidi_ room and leave the assembly in
position for a minimum of 12 hr tO cure the adhesive.
Remove %hh_ _Q_e a_s_y f_om the stac_ess and leave it in the
humid_ roo___f0r__nimum of 72_ ........
_nd the core on the expansion tool __nd visually inspect the
assembly _for bondline quality. If any bondline is defective or question-
_ble. the disc_r_l_ano_ _ha_nQ_4 on a ta__ and _a_tached to the core.
jDle_as_embly _ill h_J[e_i_ilLy the program_ manager for final disposi-
tion._ R_move_J;h_ ¢Q_e _r_ _h_ expansion tool
r. __e_f_ere_ssemb/_ J__trlm template (TX05) and clamp the
template halYes together. For A panels; place the strip assembly between
the _.d__ pins of the_ with the "TRIM" end of the template at
f'h_, e_nt_r_f_ nn_ nf thu _tr_p-_nd hond]_n_._ _nr_ w_th rh_ _rnnl_t_ w_ndow.q
centered x23/f,___adjac_nt bondllne. _T_F_ilR__2_ rh__ core u_in_
I the ban_lsaw__/ipped with the special blade. For A panels: only the _nds
_D-f_ F-O_ axo_ _ri_ . Inspect the tr_mmed edges ......
s____ Heat the _)_ _50_]_+_plac_e Lh_ unexpanded core assembly in the oven:
and po_renre__h_sdh_tve-_O°_-_l_ a minim, nn nf /, hr.
t. T,rn off th_ ove/l_ ]Z_ r_he__e_ nnd a11nw ch_ rnr_ _n ronl tn rnom
Apply_ the TD n,,mh_r to rh_ core w_th th_ marker..p_n.
_ the cere £n 1_ b=-gs until pr _=_ . Th_o_ deliver the core to the
QC stetiop_or _==--.a_ .....
ii0
INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
5-9-72DATE(REVo)
S/AIDENTo STEPi0 SHEET1 of 1
SUBSTEP OPERATION
This ste_is for makingthe facesheetfor A an_ panels. Tools and
_._ s_ecial equipment required for this steE are _ci_$o_rs__h_mid___
room. Materials reg_q_ired for this step_&r__iQ_b_d. 2-mil-_hirk ___
........ refl_on fiiml l-rail-thick Kapton film, cheesecloth, -j_j__._ and
__ core assembly storage boxes. _................
__a._ Cut the facesheet material (Kapto_ _or Teflon_ _issors to th_ d_ ....
__ sions specified on the drawing.
__b "i_ Place the facesheet, on a clean she__t_f___y_T i]_ip___th_f_h_
__ _ o n both sides w.ith toluene and _LIIQw _Q /r_Y_ip__s_he__ primer an _
both sides of the facesheet %R _wQ dir_._LJ.0_I$_ _Lis_qli_nheck for ....
p lete coverage as the primer Ss being ap_dd ......
_---C" . Allow the prime _ to air-dry fpr _--minim/_ ._inuf___mhient ......H_-
tions.
....d. Place -th-e facesheet in the humidi_ room _ni-mum- 40%--_k_d_
.... rack for a minimum of 3 hr.
_e_. _ Vis_u_a_l!y_i_s.pect the she_e_t to ._erify th_l _re._a__ she_eLmer_e_____
..... Tc°ver-e--d_ ......................... /_--ZT
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INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
DATE(REVo)5-9-72 15S/AIDENT. STEP SHEETi of
SUBSTEP OPERATION
This stepis for applyingtheDC-1200primerto the coreassembly.Tools
an_ehial eq_/i_mentreqdired-Y_--fHi_-s--f_pare_h-exp_n_4io_l-
---- - [TXI6), spraygun,storage_hox,andhurhidl_y-_oom._[atefi_lr_q--ufred------
• or thls step is thel)_1200primer. The-c_eh§S_n_ly-_-S-fe-p_hy_l{-a_
--_ ' requlredf6r this step. -............
- a. _-Removea CoreassemBl9 fr6mt_hehumi_dit-y-ro-om. _Clean thecS_e-_{_nhl-y ----
.... by sloshing it inca tray filled with tri-ehlorethylene. Shake off the
--- excess liquid and asSem]_le the pinel ifnine-di_fely--6n tl_e-exp_ns_i-o-n-t0o--I
(TXIh) . Allow th-e Solvent to complete--ly evapS_ate 5el-ore _0_Ing to
...... t_/e n-ex£ step. .......
---5-. _pr_y the-DC-1200 primer on the t0p S_r-fa-de-o_ the-dote IH ][o_-di_-etlo_.
- -c. Visually inspect the c6re to Verify that -all areas on the top---s_ur_ace ar-e--
-- coVered. .................
-- _. _ Discard any unuSedpr-imer and cleah-the s-p_ay- gun Wit_ff naphtha_l-_ff6-][ur-
ther priming is to be done within I hr-_ -st0re the gun wf£_ i-_mall- am6u_
......... _l-_phtha lh £1%e__an. "...........
- e_. .....Allow the Core £o iir H_ f0r-30_minutes-a6 am_lent-_o_.
---l'] ..... Pl-ahe_hhe cor-e Yn the-_numldI£-y room an_-_alIow the prlmer to cure _6r a
mlniium 61_ -hr. .................
..........................
..... i ....................
....... i ..........
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INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
DATE(REVo)
S/AIDENTo STEP20 SHEET 1 of i
SUBSTEP OPERATION
..... This _ step is for mixing the RTV-56 p adhesive for bonding the cor e and_ __
facesheet. Equipment needed for this step are a paper mixing cup and
spatula. Materials needed for this step are RTV-560 adhesive and _standard
catalyst (dibutyl tin dilaurate or Thermalite 12).
Weigh the required quantity of RTV-560 in a paper mixing container. ......
Add 0.25 percent by weight of standard catalyst to the RTV-560. r _ --
Mix thoroughly by hand with a spatula for a minimum 5 minute s. _ ___
(Note: This mixing time is appropriate for _uantities offromlto 3 ib
adhesive.) The adhesive should be used immediately.
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INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
DATE(REVo). 5-9-72
S/A IDENT o STEP 25 SHEET i of
SUBSTEP OPERATION
This step is for bonding t e aces _eet to t e core asse-,ly o _e " or "
_aneis. Tools an_ Special equipment neede_Vf6r thi_ sfe_are-_h_-_-_e--_-fy--
__ tool (TX06) , vacuum box lid (TXI4) , notc]_ed trowel, trans-fe-r sheet I_I_XIS_, --
.... vacuum pump system, and humidity room. Mate-rlals nee_ To-r this step _f_--
the mixed RTV-560 adhesive (Step 20) and a core assembly st_orage box.-- o]Zd_---
pleted subassemblies needed for this step are a core as sembl_ ($tep-Y) an_--
facesheet (Step i0). This entire step is performed in the humi_Fi[y _6oN-_--
-a. Remove a core assembly from the storage _Of fn t_he_hu_mX_y rbom _h_ a....
pand it on the assembly tool (TX06). Check to verify that all-_-e_ll_- are
__ ..... properly fitted on the rake. .........
b. Carefully place the transfer sheet (TXI5) o-n the surface of the -vach_m .....
- box_ lid (TXI4). - - --
---c Spread a uniform thickness of 1/16 in. of RTV-560 on the transf_f sheet- --
with a notched trowel. --
d. Invert the assembly tool. Attach the assembly tool to the lid of l_he ---
-- vacuum box. - - --
e Open the vacuum valve to the vacuum box and evacuate hhe box _o -a vacuum--- -
...... of approximately 0.11 psi (3 in. of water column). This forces-t_e a -d_-- -
hesive up against the core. After 3 mi_nutes, break the vacuum-5ox ......
back to ambient pressure.
f. Remove the lid of the vacuum box and the transfer sheet from the 5ase]
Do not return the base to the upright orientation until substep i_ -Allow--
the core to drip for i0 minutes. ---
g. Place a facesheet (from Step i0) on the vacuum box lid and reassemble t_e
vacuum box. . " ........
-h. - Evacuate the vacuum-box to 0.50 psi (14 in. of water column) and maintain
this vacuum for a minimum of 12 hr.
i. Break the system back to ambient pressure and remove the lid of the vacuum
box.
_-----Ji__ Remove the pane] from the assembly tool by loosening the edges of the face-
_ sheet -and then llf-ting the panel with air pressure.- _ _ " ---_-_-__
k. Visually inspect the facesheet core bond for bondin _inteSrlty. .If any ....
of the bondline is defective or questionable, the .discrepancy sha_ll __
be noted on a tag attached to the panel. The panel will be reviewe d by _
th_e program manager for final disposltion, . ....
Z. Place the panel in a storage box in th e humidity room.___
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DATE(REVo)
S/AIDENTo
5-9-72
INTERNALINSULATIONSYSTEMPROCESSPLAN
STEP 30 SHEET i of 1
SUBSTEP OPERATION
_ __ This step is for dimplin_ the_facesheet of the A orb panels.
_ Tools and special equipment required for this step arer th# dim-
• pl$n_;_heater,* thermocouple readout devi¢o__yariablegower trans-
former, vacuum pump system, and dimple depth tool (TO01). M a- _.......
terial needed for this step is a core assembly storage box. The
_ _ completed subassembly needed for this step is a completed core
and facesheet panel for Step 25. The panels should have been
cured for 48 hr in the humidity room before dimplin$.
- a. Remove a panel from the humidity room and fn_tall it in the dim-
.... piing/vacuum box (TXI0) under the dimpling hea_ter frame.
b. Turn on both heaters to fullpower. Attach the vacuum line and
J vacuum metering gage. Evacuate the vacuum box to between 1.0 and
i.i psi (28 to 30 in. water column). When the temperature of-the- .......
heated air, as measured at the thermocouple_m0unte d approximately .....
..... i in. in front of the heater, reaches (510°F), adjust the heater
power to maintain a temperature of 510 to 530_F.
-- c. ..... Move the heater back and forth slowly over the facesheet-(approxl _ .....
mately 2 in./sec, to be determined from experience) until well
..... formed dimples are achieved. This require s _@pproximat_ one minute.
.....d_ .... Lock the heater assembly in thehf0id--_sitlo 9. Inspect a repre-----
sentative number of cells with the depth tool (T001) to verify
that a dimple depth of 0.090 times the greater of the cell height
or width (3/16-in. for barrel panels) has been achleved. This com-
pletes the first stage of the dimpling operation.
e. Increase the heater _qwer to maximum and adju§t the vacuum valve
to reduce the vacuum level to 0.32 to 0.3_si (9 to i0 in. water
......... cqZumn). When the temperature o f the heated air reaches 590°F, ad-
..... _ust the power level to hold a tem_Rerature of 590 to 620°F.
f. Repeat the dim_l_ procedure of sub_step c, using_roximatel I the
same traverse rate and total time.
_.# Again inspect a sufficient number of cells to assure that the dimples
are uniform a_t_h_t]le-d-im_e depth is at e_ea-s-t_TY'/5-_m-es_e
_reater of the cell height or width_ or 5/32-in. for the barrel
panels. A small amount of decrease in dimple d_th will result from
the second dimplin_ sta_Be @ _ the Teflon is brought the near its
_ melting_temperature. __
h. __ Turn off power to the heater and remove the vacuum from vacuum box.
i. Remove panel from vacuumbox a-nd stor-e-instora_e bqx or proceed
to Ste__35. ...........
*A hand-held heater may be used for panels with unusual curvature.
-- _ ..... _ -_The_inimum dimple depth wire'dry, depending on cell size.
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DATE(REVo) 5-9-72
S/AIDENT. STEP 35 SHEET1 of
SUBSTEP OPERATION
Th_sstepis for Derforatln=the facesheetof theA or Bpanels.
Toolsan_special_'e_ment-re_uiredfor this ste_are a soldering
irpn _ed with an 0.035-in. needle and a variable _-
__leted subassembly required for this step is a dim-
a. Turn on the soldering iron to the preset power and allow the
needle to heat. If the panel is stored, remove it {r-o--m-the stor-
a-gebox and place it on a suitable work surface.
b. Perforate the facesheet of each cell near its center.
perforating process, the operator shall practice per_g on a
practice panel-until consistently good results are a_e_?.
--_. .... V-isua-li# inspect the-facesheet t0-verify that each cell has been
...... perforated and -that the h01e-is not enl_rg_e_ Repeat _-_p_5-
for any unperforated cells. If the perforation in any cell appears
-- -to be enlarged, n0te the cell_ on a tag attached to the panel.
...... The-panel will be reviewed by the pro_gram manager for final dispo-
sition.
--d_- ..... Storethe-_panei in thestora_e-box or 2r°c_eed............-to Step 40.
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DATE(REV.)5-9-72
S/AIDENTo STEP 40 SHEET i of
SUBSTEP OPERATION
This step is for trimming the facesheet of the A or B panels.
Tools and special equipment required for this step are a No. 11
X-Acto kn_ife. The £om Dleted subassembly required for this step
...._ is a perforated panel from Step 35.
a. - if the panel is stored, remove it frrom the storage box_and place .....
it on an appropriate work surface, r.....
__b. ._Usin 8 a No, ii X-Acto knife, trim the excess facesheet material
close to the _erimeter of the core, removing approximate_ h_-_
the outside bondline.
c. Visually inspect the core assembly to verify that the facesheet
was trimmed properly. Any discre_repancles shall be noted in a taag
attached to the panel. The panel will be reviewed by the program
..... manager for final disposition.
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5-9-72DATE(REVo) 45 I iS/AIDENTo STEP SHEET of
SUBSTEP OPERATION
Thisstep is for makingandinstalling the fiberglassfiller plugs
for the Aor B panels. Tools-ans_ds_c-lalequipmente___s
. _ stepare the filler plugdie sets.........(TYIT),puncllpress, contour form
(TXI2), spray gun, and filler plug insertion tool (TYI8). Ma-
terials needed for this step are roils of--if2--in, thic_k fib_lass,
..... DC-1200 primer, and a core assembly storag e be_g_ The _completed
_ subassembly required for this step is a trimme d panel (fr_om S_tep ......
40).
a. Place the halves of the filler _lug-diese{-(_17) in the punch
- - press and punch the required number of fi!l_erpluss according to
the filler plug usage table.
b- clean the open side of the core by sloshing it in a_-tr-ay-fil_ ...... __
-- wi-th trichlorethylene. Shake off the excess liquid and allow
the core to dry.
.... c. Position a panel on the contour form (TXI2) _ wi-th the facesheet
against the form. _ .....
- d.- " Install the filler piugs using the insertidn tooi (TY-iS__-Tw_0 .......
- - " lff_2-in.-thick plugs are insertedint 9 each lcel _.
e. --Inspect each cell to-verify that the outermost sur£ade o_e
- _ filler plug in each cell is depressed between i/32 _d_ in.
be_low- t_ outside edge of the core,_- Adjust--__any plu_ -a_ re-
quired.
_ J Us in.he spray gun, apply the DC-12OOp_rimer_to the exposed area
of the core and to the outside perimeter of the panel.
h. Allow th--e-primerlto air dry for a minimum of 30 minutes at am-
bient conditions.
i. Place the panel in the--humid_it X- room (minimum 40% RH) and allow
the__rime r tO cure for a minimum_of 3 hr_. _
__j. Place the completed ass_embl/_ in a storEe__b_g or box. The com-
__eted panel is now ready for insulation on the test tank.
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Quality Control Checklist
_qC_CRITERIA FOR INTERNAL INSULATION
A. CORE FABRICATION
I. The Panel ID number on the core must be clearly legible, and be marked on
the side of core at one corner.
2. The width of node bond lines must be in accordance with the fabrication
drawing, to within 1.6 mm (+i/16 in.).
3. Node bonds must be complete to within 0.005 in. of the ribbon edge on
both sides.
.
.
.
7.
.
8
i0.
ii.
Node bonds must be free of voids that traverse more than 1/4 the width of
the bond line.
The thickness of the bond line must be measured at a minimum of four places
on both sides of core assembly. Record the minimum and maximum bond thick-
ness (obtained by subtracting the thickness of two ribbons).
Ribbon tears - Core ribbons must be free of tears on both sides.
The ribbon pattern (order of assembly) must be in accordance with the fabri-
cation drawing.
The trim outline (for contoured panels) must be in accordance with the
master drawing within +0.8 mm (+i/32 in.) at all places.
Trimmed core surfaces must be smooth and free of discontinuities in excess
of 0.13 mm (0.005 in.).
End node bonds must be trimmed in accordance with the panel drawing to
within +--0.8 mm (!i/32 in.).
Edges of adjacent core ribbons must not mismatch in alignment by more than
0.13 mm (0.005 in.) on both sides.
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B. PRIMING
i. Core Priming
a.
b.
Verify that the proper cure cycle has been completed.
Verify by visual inspection that primer has been applied to all of
the core surface to within 6 mm (1/4 in.) of the edge of the face-
sheet.
2. Facesheet Priming
,
a. Verify by visual Inspection that primer has been applied to both sides
of the Teflon facesheet.
b. Verify that the proper cure cycle has been completed.
ID - If not present already, apply a panel identification number to the
corner of the facesheet using a black felt-tip marker.
C. FACESHEET ASSEMBLY
I.
,
.
.
5.
.
7.
Verify the integrity of the primer and adhesive bond by failing a short por-
tion of the bond [approximately 6 mm (1/4 in.)] at each of the untrimmed
corner tabs.
Inspect the width of the bond lines at the facesheet. If the width is less
than 0.5 mm (0.020 in.), leakcheck the affected cells to ensure that the bond
is complete. If the width exceeds 5 ram (0.200 in.), inspect further to de-
termine whether a satisfactory dimple will be obtained.
Discontinuities or skips in bond lines on either side of the core ribbon are
unacceptable.
Inspect the core node bonds for voids in the bond lines.
Perimeter cells shall not be distorted beyond limits as indicated by gages.
Internal cells shall not be distorted so as to cause straight cell walls.
Wrinkling of the facesheet shall not cause leakage between cells.
The core ribbons shall not be torn.
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D. i)IMPLING
1.
.
6
Verify that the dimpling temperature and pressure parameters recorded on the
process record sheet are in accordance with current procedure and properly
signed off by the operator.
Measure the depth of the dimple for at least 20 cells, including cells adja-
cent to all edges. 90% of the cells so measured must have a minimum dimple
depth of 0.075 the maximum of the height or width of the cell. No cell
shall have a dimple depth factor of less than 0.065.
Verify by visual inspection that the dimple extends well into the corners
of each cell.
4. Inspect the entire facesheet to verify that there are no holes.
E. PERFORATING AND TRIP,lING
io Measure the size of at least 20 holes in the facesheet. Each hole must be
between 0.635 and 1.14 mm (0.025 and 0.045 in.) in diameter.
2. Visually inspect the entire facesheet to verify--
a. that the holes are round, to the extent that the maximum and minimum di-
mensions are within the tolerances specified in (i) above.
b. that the holes and facesheet are free of tears.
c. that all cells have been perforated.
3. Inspect the entire perimeter to verify that--
a. the facesheet-to-core bond is intact.
b. adhesive is not completely removed, at any point, from the outside of
the core ribbons.
c. the maximum amount of facesheet and adhesive remaining beyond the core
ribbon does not exceed 0.8 mm (1/32 in.).
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F. FINAL INSPECTION
lJ
o
.
Inspect the panel on both sides to verify that all filler plugs are in-
stalled properly, and that--
al
b.
no gaps or cocked plugs are visible.
all filler plugs are depressed between 0.8 and 3 mm (1/32 and I/8 in.)
below the back of the core, and that no filler material extends across
any cell wall.
Verify that the primer has been applied uniformly to the back side of the
panel.
Perform an overall inspection to detect any defects that may be visible and
to verify that the panel has an acceptable appearance.
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PANEL INSPECTION RECORD
PANEL ID
A. CORE FABRICATION
i. Verify ID marked on Core
2. Node Bonds in Tolerance
3. Short Node Bonds
4. Skips in Node Bonds
5. Bond Line Thickness
6. Ribbons Tears
7. Ribbon Pattern
8. Trim Outline in Tolerance
9. Trim Finish
I0. End Trim in Tolerance
ii. Ribbon Alignment
6. Wrinkles
7. Ribbon Tears
OK FOR STEP 30
By Date
D. DIMPLING
i. Verify Dimpling Parameters
2. Dimple Depth
3. Dimple Into Corners
4. Holes in Facesheet
OK FOR STEPS i0 & 15
By
B. PRIMING
I. Core Priming
2. Facesheet Priming
3. Facesheet Identified
OK FOR STEP 25
B_
Da te
Date
C. FACE SHEET ASSEMBLY
i. Bond/Primer Integrity
2. Bond Line Width
3. Bond Line Skips
4. Voids at Core Node
5. Cell Distortion
OK FOR STEPS 35 & 40
By Date
E. PERFORATING & TRIMMING
i. Hole Size
2. Hole Uniformity
a. Hole Shape
b. Tearing
c. All Cells Perforated
3. Trim
a. Damage to Perimeter
Bond
b. Overtrim
c. Undertrim
OK FOR STEP 45
By Date
F°
I.
2.
3.
FINAL INSPECTION
Filler Plug Installation
Back Side Priming
Overall Appearance
PANEL READY FOR INSTALLATION
By Date
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